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Abstract

Dams are mainly used for the storage of water to electricity production and irrigation, or for river
regulation. Continuous work to assure a high dam safety level is a prerequisite to minimize the risk
for the uncontrolled release of water. An essential part of the safety evaluation of concrete dams is
to understand the loads they are exposed to and the expected response of the dam. Under normal
conditions, the behaviour of concrete dams is, to a great extent, governed by the ambient variation
in temperature and water level. For concrete dams in cold climates, the large variation in ambient
temperatures between summer and winter is particularly significant. In addition, these dams may be
subjected to a pressure load from the expansion or movement of an ice sheet on the reservoir. The
current guidelines for these ice loads are based on the dam’s location and state that concrete dams
must be designed for a line load of 50-250 kN/m. Thus, the ice load constitutes a significant part of
the total load, especially for small dams. Despite its relatively significant impact, the knowledge about
ice loads is insufficient, and the magnitude and return period of ice loads constitute one of the greatest
uncertainties during stability evaluations of concrete dams. Furthermore, an apparent contradiction
is that measurements and models indicate that ice loads are higher than the recommended values.
Simultaneously, there are no reported dam failures where the ice-load has been addressed as the reason
for the breach.

To increase the knowledge about ice loads and the structural behaviour of concrete dams, this thesis
applies an approach where the ice and the dam are parts of a structural system. The thesis contains six
studies investigating the dam’s, the ice’s or the system’s response to external loads. Studies of the dam
are aimed at increasing the understanding of the normal behaviour of concrete dams. Studies of ice
loads include measurements, and a major contribution from this project is the development of a 1×3 m2

ice load panel, the installation of the panel on a concrete dam, and subsequent measurements during
six winters. In addition, a systematic review and meta-analysis of previous measurements have been
performed. The studies of the different parts have been connected through two studies of the entire
system. The first is a parameter study where the static interaction between ice and dam is simulated to
quantify how geometric variations of the reservoir and ice affect the mechanical ice loads. The second
study searches for detectable influence from the ice load in the measured behaviour of concrete dams.

The results show that the structural behaviour of concrete dams under normal conditions is primarily
governed by the variation in water level and temperature. For the studied dams, these effects are
significantly larger than the influence from damage and degradation. Ice load measurements and
simulations show that ice loads varies significantly along the dam. This variation makes it difficult
to quantify the impact of external factors on the magnitude of ice loads. Despite this difficulty, three
independent analyses show that ice thickness, water level change, and the dam’s properties have an
evident effect on the magnitude of ice loads. If current guidelines are to be updated to consider local
conditions at the dam, these three parameters should be included. Ice loads of the magnitudes measured
and specified in the current guidelines should have a notable impact on the behaviour of a dam during
normal operation. However, such an impact has not been found in the eight dams studied within this
project. This result indicates that the ice loads measured locally do not necessarily represent the global
ice load that acts on the entire structure.
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Sammanfattning

Dammar används främst för att lagra vatten för elproduktion och bevattning eller för flödesreglering. Ett
kontinuerligt arbete med att säkerställa en hög dammsäkerhetsnivå är en förutsättning för att minimera
risken för ett okontrollerat utsläpp av vatten från dessa dammar. En viktig del av säkerhetsutvärdering
av betongdammar är förståelse för de laster som dessa utsätts för samt kunskap om dammens förvän-
tade respons. Under normala förhållanden påverkas en betongdamms strukturella beteende främst
av variationer i vattennivån och de omgivande temperaturerna. För betongdammar i kallt klimat är
den stora variationen i temperatur mellan sommar och vinter särskilt betydande. Dessutom kan dessa
dammar utsättas för ett tryck från expansion och rörelse hos det istäcke som kan bildas på magasinet.
För betongdammar utgör storleken på denna islast en betydande osäkerhet. De nuvarande riktlinjerna
är geografiskt baserade och anger att betongdammar ska dimensioneras för en linjelast med storleken
50-250 kN/m. En sådan storlek innebär att islasten, särskilt för små dammar, utgör en betydande del av
den totala lasten. Trots dess relativt stora påverkan är kunskapen om islaster låg och utgör för tillfället
en av de största osäkerheterna vid utvärdering av betongdammars stabilitet. Det finns dessutom en
motsättning där mätningar och modeller visar att islasten är högre än de rekommenderade värdena,
samtidigt som det inte finns några rapporterade dammhaverier orsakade av islast.

I denna avhandling behandlas isen och dammen som ett system för att på sätt öka förståelse kring både
islaster och betongdammars beteende under normal drift. Avhandlingen innehåller sex enskilda studi-
er som studerar dammens, isens eller systemets respons till yttre variationer. Dammen har studerats
genom transienta analyser i syfte att öka förståelsen kring, och upptäcka avvikelser i betongdammars
normalbeteende. Isen har studerats genom mätningar där ett stort bidrag från detta projekt är utveck-
lingen av en 1×3m2 islastpanel, installationen av denna panel på en betongdamm, och efterföljande
mätningar under sex vintrar. Dessutom har en systematisk sammanställning och analys av tidigare
mätningar genomförts. Dessa studier har sammanlänkats genom två studier av hela systemet. Den
första av dessa är en parameterstudie där den statiska interaktionen mellan is och damm simuleras i
syfte att kvantifiera hur geometriska variationer hos vattenmagasinet och isen påverkar den mekaniska
islasten. Den andra studien innefattar transienta analyser av betongdammars beteende med syfte att
detektera inverkan från islast i det uppmätta beteende hos betongdammar.

Variation i vattennivå och temperatur har större påverkan på det strukturella beteendet under nor-
maldrift hos de studerade dammarna än irreversibla förändringar orsakade av nedbrytningsprocesser
och skador. Islastmätningar och simuleringar visar att islasten varierar betydande längs med dammen.
Detta försvårar kvantifierandet av inverkan från yttre faktorer på islastens storlek. Trots detta visar tre
oberoende analyser att istjocklek, vattennivåförändring och dammens egenskaper har en signifikant
påverkan på islastens storlek. Om nuvarande riktlinjer ska uppdateras för att beakta lokala förhållanden
vid dammen bör dessa parametrar inkluderas. Islaster av de storlekar som uppmätts och anges i de
nuvarande riktlinjerna bör ha en tydlig påverkan på dammens beteende vid normaldrift. En sådan
påverkan har dock inte observerats hos de åtta dammar som studerats i detta projekt. Det ger en indi-
kation om att de islaster som mäts lokalt inte nödvändigtvis är representativa för den globala islasten
som verkar på hela dammen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The ability to store large amounts of water is essential for modern societies. Stored
water can help us fulfil several of the UN:s global goals for sustainability (UN, 2015):
stored water promotes sustainable agriculture in the strive towards zero hunger, stored
water provides safe and affordable drinking water, and stored water in hydropower
provides access to affordable, reliable, and sustainable electricity. Storing and control-
ling water may also be a necessary means to protect against extreme floods and the
consequences of climate change. A fundamental prerequisite for the storage of large
amounts of water is safe dams.

The benefits from dams must be balanced against the associated threats. If these
threats are not adequately managed, people, the environment, and society may be
exposed to unacceptable risks. Hence, the overall goal of dam safety management is
to minimise the occurrence of such risks. This goal is achieved by fulfilling three main
objectives: controlling the release of water, minimising the probability of lost control
over the stored water and migrating the consequences in the case of lost control over
the water (ICOLD, 2017). To satisfy these objectives of dam safety requires a sys-
tems approach that involves activities such as flood routing, surveillance, monitoring,
analysis, data interpretation and emergency planning (ICOLD, 2016).

If a large dam structure fails, it would, in many cases, result in catastrophic conse-
quences. Fortunately, dam failures are rare, and the statistics of dam failure indicate
that this is a decreasing problem (ICOLD, 2019). Of the concrete and masonry dams
that have failed, 79% were built before 1930. The risk of failure is most significant
for newly built dams, where 25 % of the failures occurred at the first impoundment,
and another 25% did so within five years (Nordström et al., 2015). Due to their rare
occurrence, the exact failure progression for dams is not well-documented.

A widely used function to describe the failure risk of technical components is the
bathtub curve. It is named after its bathtub-like shape and consists of three parts:
early failures, a constant failure rate, and wear-out failures. The early failures are due
to defective products and occur during the first period of use. The early failure rate is
therefore high but rapidly decreasing and forms the left side of the bathtub. The wear-
out failure follows the opposite relation and forms the right side of the bathtub, where
the rate of wear-out failure increases as the component approaches its technical life
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span. Some current dams pre-date the industrial revolution, and there are examples
of dams that were built thousands of years ago that are still in operation (ICOLD,
2017). Dams are still built worldwide, but the main development in Europe and North
America took place during the middle of the 20th century. For example, in Sweden,
most of the existing 10 000 dams were built before 1970 (Bernstone, 2006). This
longlivity implies that a dam is expected to be a long period in the operation phase
during normal conditions. Furthermore, for countries with an ageing dam portfolio, a
period where eventual failures from wear out can not be excluded is approaching.

The construction and reconstruction of dams include high economic and environmen-
tal costs. Hence, prolonging the life span of ageing dams has significant benefits from
both a monetary and an ecological perspective. The continued operation of an ageing
dam with a maintained high level of safety requires an adequate understanding of
the dam’s behaviour. The use of suitable design requirements for dams facilitates an
adequate trade-off between risks and costs. Mandating too low design requirements
exposes citizens and society to unacceptably high risk. In contrast, using unrealistically
strict design requirements causes unnecessary costs and emissions, which could have
been used to reduce risks associated with dams in other ways. It is essential not only
to evaluate the safety of dams during design and construction but also to re-assess the
safety and manage risks continuously. The longlivity of dams also creates a need to
understand the expected behaviour of dams from variations in external factors during
normal operation.

1.1. Assessment of concrete dams in cold regions

For dams in cold regions, the normal operation includes significant spring floods during
snow melting and problems related to the ice during winter. The ice has a considerable
influence on the hydraulics in the reservoir, and regulating the river has a considerable
impact on the ice. For hydropower, ice problems also impose a cost linked to reduced
production due to friction loss, freezing of intakes and reduced discharge to avoid
frazil ice (Gebre et al., 2013).

Concrete dams in cold regions are exposed to particular external factors, mainly related
to severe temperature variations between summer and winter and problems related
to ice and frost. The severe seasonal variations in the ambient temperature of air and
water may result in temperature-induced cracks. Such cracks constitute a significant
problem for dams in cold regions (Hellgren et al., 2020b; Léger and Seydou, 2009;
Malm, 2009; Malm and Ansell, 2011; Malm et al., 2018; Tarbox and Charlwood,
2014).

Concrete dams in cold regions may also be exposed to loads caused by the ice sheet.
The current understanding of these ice loads is limited (Comfort et al., 2003; Gebre
et al., 2013), and their magnitude are today one of the most considerable uncertainties
during the safety assessment of concrete dams (Westberg Wilde and Johansson, 2016).
The Swedish guidelines for ice loads on bridge piers and dams are essentially the
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same recommendations as given in the first guidelines from 1931 (SOI, 1931). The
foreword to the latest revision of the recommendations for ice loads on bridges in
Sweden states that these first ice loads recommendations were created based on no
actual knowledge, but has since gained empirical validation (Vägverket, 1987). Most
of the current guidelines for ice loads on dams are based on the geographical location
of the dam and do not consider local conditions (Alberta Transportation, 2004; Cfbr,
2012; FERC, 2016; NVE, 2003; RIDAS, 2021). In these guidelines, the design ice loads
vary between 50 kN/m and 250 kN/m. Hence, the ice load may constitute a large
portion of the total horizontal load acting on a small dam. Loads of these magnitudes
also have a significant impact on the structural behaviour of larger dams.

For the design of concrete dams, the relevant load is the global ice load, i.e. the average
load on the width of the structure. This width can differ depending on the dam type
and is thus useful to differentiate between two scales of global loads: global (monolith),
the average load on the width of a monolith; and global (dam), the average load on
the entire dam. Figure 1.1 shows the difference between the local ice loads dam and
the two scales of global ice loads.

Several models have been proposed that determine the ice load on a dam based on one
or more local conditions (Beaulieu, 2011; Bomeng, 1986; Carter et al., 1998; Comfort
et al., 2003; Côté et al., 2016; Fransson, 1988; Ko et al., 1994; Petrich et al., 2015).
No studies have systematically evaluated these models on independent data from
several sources. The results from the existing measurements and the theoretical models
indicate that the current guidelines underestimate the magnitudes of ice loads (Adolfi
and Eriksson, 2013; Comfort et al., 2003; Comfort, 2021; Sæther, 2012). Despite this,
there is a general public opinion among dam engineers that the current guidelines are
too strict and there are contradicting opinions on whether these extreme loads can
occur at all (Malm et al., 2015). The use of these magnitudes in design for almost a
century has resulted in no failures reported as induced by ice loads.

One possible explanation for the difference between expected and experienced ice
loads may be size effects, where the average ice pressure decreases when the structural
size increases. Most of the previous measurements of ice loads on dams have used
sensors considerably smaller than the dam–ice interaction area (Malm et al., 2015).
Design guidelines for other types of structures in contact with ice, such as piers, ships
and offshore structures, differentiate between local ice loads on smaller structural
elements and global ice load acting on the entire structure (CAN/CSA, 1992; ISO-
19906, 2010; Swedish Maritime Services, 2014). Thus, previous measurements may
have captured a local load not representative of the global ice load.

Another limitation that has hindered increased understanding of ice loads on dams
is that evaluation of dams in cold regions is often based on separate studies of the
dam or the ice and not considering them to be a system. Studies of stresses in the ice
cover commonly assume that the dam is a fixed structure that completely restrains the
ice movements. In reality, the dam is non-rigid, and its deformation may significantly
impact the stress field in the ice. On the contrary, dam engineers treat the dam’s
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7 Dam monoliths

Global (dam)
Global (monolith)
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Global 
ice load
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of local ice loads on a small part of a dam and the two scales of global
ice loads (dam and monolith) relevant for design of concrete dams.

interaction with the ice as a line load or surface pressure and neglect the behaviour of
the ice. Both these assumptions are valid simplifications within their contexts but may
be an overly simplified model for studying the cause of ice loads.

1.2. Aims and goals

This project aims to increase the knowledge about the structural behaviour of concrete
dams in cold regions. For such dams, ice loads is a major uncertainty that may signifi-
cantly affect their behaviour and safety. Therefore, a great emphasis has been placed
on increasing the understanding of these ice loads and how they affect dams in the
ultimate and serviceability limit states.

An overarching long-term goal is to determine the expected magnitude of ice loads
that act on a concrete dam based on local conditions. To do so requires knowledge
about the temporal and spatial variation of ice load and the factors that affect this
variation. Several factors have been proposed to affect the magnitudes of ice loads,
but to accurately estimate the global load on a dam, the impact of these factors must
be quantified. Such quantifications require empirical data of the magnitude of global
ice loads on dams. It is thus essential to find methods that can be used to estimate
global ice loads on a concrete dam. Furthermore, the ice and the dam form a system
and their interaction is a key parameter for understanding ice loads. Therefore, one
must also incorporate knowledge of the behaviour of dams during normal operation
and study ice loads with a systems approach. For these reasons, five specific research
questions are addressed in this thesis:
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RQ 1: Which factors affect the structural behaviour of concrete dams in cold regions
under normal conditions?

RQ 2: How do the ice loads on concrete dams vary?

RQ 3: How can the global ice loads on a concrete dam be estimated based on mea-
surements?

RQ 4: What influence do different external factors have on the magnitude of ice
loads?

RQ 5: Which local conditions are important to consider in an update of the current
design guidelines for ice loads on concrete dams?

1.3. Limitations

This thesis uses a systems approach where concrete dams interaction with ice is studied
primarily at the system level with a systems approach. This approach necessitates a
limitation of the level of details for each part of the system. The models used and
discussed in this thesis are all on the structural scale. The constitutive models used
to simulate the material behaviour are linear elastic for both the concrete and the ice.
Instead, the focus is on the dam behaviour and the dam–ice interaction. Particularly
for the ice, the emphasis is on how the ice affects the dam rather than the behaviour
of the ice.

This project studied the structural behaviour and safety of concrete dams in cold
regions. However, the scope is limited to two aspects of dam safety; factors that
influence concrete dams during normal operation and ice loads. Other considerable
uncertainties related to the structural behaviour and safety of concrete dams, such as
uplift and sliding along rock fractures, are outside the scope of the thesis. A similar
approach is used for the ice, where other ice-related problems such as accumulation
of frazil ice accumulation, freezing of spillway gates, removal of rip-rap or a non-
technical dam safety issues such as people breaking through the ice near a dam are
all outside the scope of this thesis. Furthermore, no short-term dynamic events such
as earthquakes and impacts from ice floes are considered.

The parts of this thesis that utilise dam monitoring measurements assume that the
dam owners’ quality control ensures that the data is correct and accurate. In reality,
this may not always be the case, and a vital part of dam monitoring is maintenance
and function control of sensors and logging equipment. However, such issues are
outside the scope of this thesis. A similar approach is used for the ice load panel
presented in Papers II and III, where the development of the panel was performed at
Luleå University of Technology. The focus of this thesis is on the use of the panel and
interpretation of the measured loads.
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1.4. Outline of the thesis

This thesis is written as a compilation thesis where the conducted research is pre-
sented in six appended papers.The thesis contains four parts: Background (Chapter 2),
Methods (Chapters 3 to 5), Results (Chapter 6) and Interpretation with discussion and
Conclusion, (Chapters 7 and 8).

Chapter 2, the background, contains a general introduction to the structural behaviour
of concrete dams in cold regions, the ice and the dams interaction with the ice. The
aim of the chapter is to provide researchers and engineers with an introduction to
ice load on concrete dams. The chapter introduces a systems approach for dams in
cold regions where the dam and the ice are treated as a system and discuss different
aspects of the different parts of this dam–ice system.

Chapter 3 presents the chronology, the methods of analysis, and the choice of indi-
vidual study directions for the doctoral project. Chapters 4 and 5 turn the focus to
methodological details from the included studies. These two chapters are divided be-
tween the presentation of data collection methods in Chapter 4, and the dams used
in the case studies and performed fieldwork in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 presents a sum-
mary of the results related to the general research questions of the thesis from the
six appended papers. These results form the basis for the discussion of the research
questions in Chapter 7 and the general conclusions and suggested topics for future
research in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

Concrete dams in cold regions

A concrete dams is a part of a dam facility that, in addition to the dam, includes
the reservoir, its banks, abutments, and any adjacent dams. During winters in cold
climates, this system may also include the ice. Figure 2.1 shows an idealization of this
structural/mechanical system. This idealization of a mechanical system is used in this
thesis as a framework to decribe how external factors affect the different parts of the
system. Furthermore, the framework highlights the different properties that must be
determined in order to describe the dam–ice interaction.

The system contains two parts: the ice, ΩI, and the dam, ΩD; three boundaries; ice–
bank interface ΓB-I, the dam–rock interface ΓD-R, ice–water interface ΓI-W and one
internal interface between the ice and the dam ΓI-D.

ΩI
ΓB-I

ΩD

ΓI-D

ΓD-R

ΓI-W

Figure 2.1: The dam–ice system with two parts: the ice, ΩI, and the dam, ΩD; three boundaries;
ice–bank interface ΓB-I, the dam–rock interface ΓD-R, ice-water interface ΓI-W and one
internal interface between the ice and the dam ΓI-D.
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2.1. Concrete dams

The first part of the system is the dam. Concrete dams are built in four basic shapes:
gravity dams, buttress dams, spillway dams, and arch dams. The four types of dams
are illustrated in Figure 2.2, where also some conceptual terms used for dams are
shown.

2.1.1. Dam types

A gravity dam is a dam constructed to resist the horizontal pressure of water by its
weight. Gravity dams consist of several monoliths, where each monolith is designed
to be stable, independent of any other dam section. (USSD, 2019)

Buttress dams consist of a front plate and a buttress where all or part of the front plate
is inclined. Just as gravity dams, the buttress dam carries the horizontal pressure by
its weight. The front plate is the upstream water barrier which transfers the hydro-
static pressure to the buttress and the foundation. The inclined front plate utilizes
the vertical component of the hydrostatic pressure, which in this case provides extra
stabilizing load. For that reason, buttress dams are more slender and require less vol-
ume of concrete compared to gravity dams. Buttress dams are also built of monoliths
designed to be stable independently (Bergh, 2014).

Gallery

Crest

Toe

(a)

Buttress wallFront plate

(b)
Gate

(c) (d)

Figure 2.2: Example of concrete dam types: (a) Gravity dam, (b) Buttress dam, (c) Spillway dam,
and (d) Arch dam.
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Sliding Overturning

Internal

OvertoppingRock sliding Rock failure/erosion

Stabillity

Foundation

Figure 2.3: Potential failure modes of concrete dams.

Spillway dams are designed for the discharge of water. The typical spillway monolith
consists of a two-three meter wide pier and two half spillway sections, one on each side
of the monolith. However, spillways can also be built as independent structures with
expansion joints to the adjacent structures. Between two adjacent piers are the gates
that control the discharge. Spillway dams are, as the previous dam types designed to
carry the hydrostatic pressure by its dead weight. Since the spillway section typically
is slender with a relatively low dead weight, the monolith part of the spillway is often
larger than the typical gravity dam to ensure sufficient weight (Bergh, 2014).

An arch dam is a (relatively) thin curved dam that transfers most of the horizontal
hydrostatic pressure to the abutments by arch action. Single curved arch dams are
curved in the horizontal direction while double-curved arch dams are curved both
in the horizontal and vertical direction. Arch dams are constructed as a system of
monolithic blocks separated by vertical joints. The joints are later grouted under high
pressure to form a completely monolithic structure in compression. As the design of
the arch dam utilizes arch action to carry the load to the abutments, all concrete is in
compression. This enables a much thinner design, but since all loads are transferred
to the abutments, arch dams require rock foundation of good quality. (USSD, 2019)

2.1.2. Failure modes of concrete dams

The main goal in design and safety evaluations of dams is to prevent a failure. A dam
failure is defined as a:"Collapse or movement of a part of a dam or its foundation, so
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that the dam cannot retain water. In general, a failure results in the release of large
quantities of water, imposing risks on the people or property downstream" (ICOLD,
1995)

The three categorize of failure modes for concrete dams are:

Stability - such as sliding, overturning, and limit overturning.

Internal failure - such as internal sliding and material failure

Foundation - such as sliding in rock fractures or other weaknesses in the rock, mate-
rial failure of the rock, internal erosion and piping.

Figure 2.3 illustrates some of the listed failure modes. Failure of appurtenant works
such as spillway gates are not a direct failure mechanism but are often the root cause.
The resulting inadequate discharge capacity may subject concrete dams to load condi-
tions for which they are not designed. For example, overtopping of a dam is a common
precursor of a dam failure. The failure progress of a dam is of interest for several
reasons. To accurately asses the safety of the dam, realistic failure modes must be
determined and evaluated. This is also important for dam monitoring, where the mon-
itoring system should be designed to distinguish between failure modes and normal
behavior. Thankfully, failure of concrete dams are not common. The data and knowl-
edge of the failure progress are therefore limited. The available data suggest that
after the initial five years, a dam failure is progressive where the dam degrades in
several steps before the ultimate failure (Hariri-Ardebili and Saouma, 2015; Oliveira
and Faria, 2006).

2.1.3. The dam–rock interface

Concrete dams are primarily founded on rock, and the dam–rock interface is the
boundary of the dam–ice system. The strength of this interface determines the resis-
tance to sliding failure modes. From a mechanical perspective, the dam–rock interface
may be considered as unbonded, partially bonded or fully bonded (Krounis, 2016).
The difference between these influences both the interface’s strength and the dam’s
structural behaviour during behaviour during normal operation. During operation,
the displacements of the dam are primarily caused by variations in water level and
ambient temperature. These displacements’ magnitude and the resulting stresses are
affected by the degree of restraint at the rock interface. The degree of restraint in-
creases with an increased percentage of bonded interface and results in a stiffer dam
with smaller displacements and higher stresses.

In the limit state, the capacity of this interface must be sufficient to withstand the
loads to which the dam is subjected. The behaviour near failure is elastic-brittle, and
since both stresses and cohesion has a spatial variation over the interface, the failure
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mechanism of the interface is progressive, and weak spots of reduces the overall
strength of the interface (Krounis et al., 2015). Furthermore, the shear strength of the
dam–rock interface may decrease with increased scale (Johansson, 2009).

2.2. Ice in reservoirs

In cold regions, ice may form on the reservoirs, lakes and rivers from early winter and
subsequently break up at latest during spring. It is important to distinguish between
three types of ice: sea ice, freshwater ice and, brash ice. Although dams can be used
in coastal environments, this thesis focuses on ice in freshwater lakes and reservoirs.
Hence, this section primarily focuses on freshwater ice and ice-related problems in
regulated rivers.

2.2.1. Ice growth

Ice formation occurs when the air temperature drops below 0 °C for an extended
period. This ice growth can be divided into two categories, static and dynamic, where
static ice growth occurs for water speeds under 0.3 m/s (USACE, 2006). Static ice
growth occurs in the thickness direction of the ice and results in the formation of a solid
ice cover. This ice formation usually starts at the shore when the water temperature
is slightly above the freezing points. The ice formed by static growth in a reservoir
consists of two types: black ice, also called congelation ice; or snow ice, also called
slush ice.

Black ice formation occurs on the bottom of an established ice cover to balance the
warm water’s heat loss to the cold atmosphere. Snow ice formation occur at the top of
the ice sheet from a mix of snow and water. Water may flood the ice sheet for several
reasons, the snow on the ice may melt during warm periods, water may penetrate
cracks in the ice, or the ice sheet may be submerged in the water when the weight of
snow exceeds the bearing capacity of the ice. If this flooding is followed by subsequent
cold periods, snow ice is formed from the freezing of the snow slush on top of the ice
sheet (USACE, 2006).

Ashton (2011) showed that the largest variation in ice thickness from year to year at a
given site is primarily associated with the amount of snow on the ice, and secondarily
by variations in coldness during periods of ice growth. The snow cover on an ice sheet
affects acts as an insulating layer and thereby decreases the ice growth and the rate
of temperature changes.

A simple estimation of the ice thickness from static ice growth is provided by Stefans
equation. Here, the ice thickness, hi is calculated from the accumulated freezing degree
days (AFDD)

hi = α
√

AFDD (2.1)
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where α is a coefficient to account for local conditions such as reservoir size, wind and
snow.

In contrast to static ice growth, dynamic ice growth occurs in the upstream direction
of the reservoir. At high water speeds, turbulence prevents the formation of solid ice.
Instead, frazil ice may form when ice crystals are formed from super-cooled flowing.
These crystals accumulate and freeze together to form a mass. This assembly often
occurs at the most downstream edge with open water. If the flow velocity is sufficiently
low, ice will accumulate against the leading edge, and the ice cover will progress
upstream. However, the speed may drag the ice floes over or under the ice sheet,
resulting in large ice accumulations. For dams, problems with frazil ice are primarily
related to ice accumulation at trash racks, inlets and gates.

The ice breakup follows a similar division as the ice formation, static or dynamic.
In smaller reservoirs, the ice can melt in place. However, in larger reservoirs, the
wind may initiate a dynamic break up and cause transportation of ice flows and
accumulation of ice along shores or outlets.

2.2.2. Failure modes of ice

Similar to dams, the ice fails in one or a combination of failure modes. The maximum
force exerted by the ice on the dam cannot exceed a true failure mechanism of the
ice. Hence, these failure mechanisms provide an upper limit for the ice load on a
dam. From a dam safety perspective, the aim is to design the system so that the ice
fail before the dam. Several ways for categorizing the failure mode of ice exists. ISO-
19906 (2010) uses the five failure modes: crushing, slitting, creep failure, flexural
failure and buckling (Figure 2.4).

The failure modes of ice are a function of the ice strength, temperature, the loading
rate as well as the size and shape of the ice (ISO-19906, 2010; USACE, 1993). For
narrow structures, the ice interacting with the structure is confided by the surrounding
ice, which results in high pressures (Frederking et al., 2014). In such case, the ice fails
in crushing or splitting. For wider structures, the failure occur at lower pressures a
flexural failure or by buckling. Along a wide structure, failures at different locations
may be non-simultaneous. For a comprehensive discussion about the strength of the
ice, the reader is referred to Ashton (2004), ISO-19906 (2010), Palmer and Croasdale
(2012), and Sanderson (1988).

According to Hendrikse and Metrikine (2016) and Marcellus and Heuff (1991), the
expected failure mode is a function of ice thickness and aspect ratio. The aspect ratio
is the ratio between the width of the loaded structure and the ice thickness. Daley et al.
(1998) and Timco (1987) instead categorize the expected failure mode as a function
of the aspect ratio and the indentation ratio, i.e the ratio between the ice velocity and
the width of the structure. For the dam–ice interaction, where the width is greater
than 2 m, the ice thickness between 0.25 and 1.25 m and the loading rate less than
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Figure 2.4: Potential failure modes of ice: crushing and splitting for a confined narrow structure,
and flexural, buckling and creep for a wide structure.

10−6 s−1. The expected failure mode for dam–ice interaction is a flexural failure, creep
failure, or a combined flexural and creep failure in all the above listed categorizations.
Hence, the two most important mechanical factors for the ice regarding ice loads on
dams are the formation of cracks and creep.

Ice has a brittle behavior that is similar to that of ceramics (Petrovic, 2003). The
average tensile strength of ice from laboratory tests are 1.4 MPa in the temperature
range -10 to -20 oC (Petrovic, 2003). Cracks form in the ice when the tensile capacity
is reached and these cracks will redistribute stresses and allows the ice to expand.
Studies by Carter et al. (1998) indicate that buckling of the ice is a limiting factor
for dam–ice interaction. It was observed that the distance between cracks parallel to
the dam appear at a distance of about 6 to 7 m. This distance corresponds with the
theoretical distance for the maximum bending capacity for of ice sheet.

Stress relaxation means that the stresses in a material are reduced at constant defor-
mation and creep means that the deformations are increased at constant stress. Ice
is a material with rather large creep, and this may influence the ice load by reducing
its magnitude. The creep of ice will increase the deformations in the ice, thereby de-
crease the imposed deformation of the dam and the corresponding ice loads. Stresses
are also redistributed within an ice sheet due to creep of the ice. Four examples of
stress relaxation are presented in Figure 2.17 in Section 2.6.2, where models used to
describe ice load on dams are discussed.
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2.2.3. Factors affecting the strength of ice

The previous section discussed the expected failure modes of ice at a structural level.
These failure modes depend on the compressive and tensile strength of the ice. These
ice properties are a function of the ice type but also varies with temperature, strain
rate, tested volume, and ice grain size (Petrovic, 2003). The sections below describes
how these factors affects the properties of the ice.

Ice type

As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, the formation and growth of ice can take place in
different ways. These differences affect the properties of the ice at both structural and
material scales. On material scale, the ice propoerties are determined by the grain
structure, loading direction, ice salinity, and ice density (Timco and Sudom, 2013).
For freshwater ice, it is primarily the grain size that determines the properties of the
ice. For the ice cover on a structural scale, there is a difference if the ice has grown
statically to form a solid ice cover or if the ice is made up of frozen parts of frazil ice
and ice floes. Even for static growth, the ice properties of the ice differ significantly
between black ice grown at the bottom of the ice or snow ice developed from freezing
water or slush on the top of the ice sheet.

Temperature dependency

he temperature of the ice affects its properties such as density, elastic modulus, Pois-
son’s ratio, and its strength. The compressive and the tensile strength increase with de-
creasing temperature, but the increase is more significant for the compressive strength.
For example, Haynes (1978) showed that the compressive strength increased by about
400 % for a temperature decrease from 0 °C to -40 °C, while the corresponding increase
in tensile strength was only 20 %.

Size effect

Ice has a strong and complex size effect. This means that the strength of the ice
decreases and the brittleness of the ice increases with an increasing ice volume. Ice is,
like concrete, considered to be a quasi-brittle material, where the behaviour at material
level is controlled by plasticity while the behaviour at structural level is controlled by
fracture mechanics.

For ice, there are two types of size effect that are important to distinguish. The first type
is the size effect that applies to all quasi-brittle materials Bažant, 1999. The second
type is the difference between local and global loads during ice-structure interaction.
The local load on a small surface can be significantly larger than the average of the
global load on the whole nominal contact surface. These two size effects are partly
different, although there are similarities. The latter type, the difference between local
and global pressure, is discussed further in Section 2.3.
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A detailed review of the size effect for structural strength of materials is given in
Bažant (1999). Size effect for strength was initially considered to be caused by the
increased probability of weak parts where a failure may initiate when the size of the
structure increases. Adopting this weakest link model results in a statistical approach
where the size effect is described by a power law (Weibull, 1939). More recent studies,
especially on concrete, have showed that such a size effect is deterministic (Hillerborg
et al., 1976). In Bažant (1999), the size effect is explained by considering the energy
released during fracture related to the development of microcracks in a finite band
ahead of the macro crack. This is often called the fracture process zone (FPZ).

For ice, this effect has been considered in as a function of the ice thickness (ISO-19906,
2010), aspect ratio (ISO-19906, 2010; Masterson and Spencer, 2000), cross-section
area (Timco and Sudom, 2013) or volume (Aly et al., 2019; Williams and Parsons,
1994).

Two empirical relations for the flexural strength of ice based test of ice beams with
different volumes are presented by Williams and Parsons (1994) and Aly et al. (2019).
The tests contain different types of bending tests where the flexural strength of the
ice was determined from cantilever test, three-point or four-point bending test. Based
on the results, Williams and Parsons (1994) suggest that the size effect of the flexural
strength of ice in kPa is

ft = 1629
V

V1

−0.084
, (2.2)

where V is the beam volume, V1 is a reference volume of 0.01 m3. Aly et al. (2019),
who benefited from two decades of additional tests, suggest that the flexural strength
as a function of the tested volume is

ft = 840
V

V ∗1

−0.13
, (2.3)

where, the reference volume V ∗1 is 1 m2. Figure 2.5a shows a plot of the two relation-
ships. It is not obvious what the relevant volume for ice load on dams is and whether
it includes the entire reservoir or a subset closest to the dam. However, the largest
included beam volume in their tests was 2.2 m3, so extrapolating the relationship to
larger volumes will result in significant uncertainties.

2.2.4. The bank–ice interface

For the bank–ice interface, similar mechanical considerations can be made as for
the dam–rock interaction. However, for ice loads on dams, the two factors primarily
described as important: the geometry, and the slope of the banks.

The ability of reservoir banks to create a restraint for the ice is often mentioned as an
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Figure 2.5: Size effect of the pressure in ice-structure interaction.

important factor for the magnitude of the ice load. It is believed that steeper banks
creates a greater restraint and hence a greater ice load. Although this is a well-spread
knowledge, there are little empirical data that support such a claim. The only study
found that quantifies this influence is Ko et al. (1994), based on previous work by
Monfore (1954). In Ko et al. (1994), the thermal ice loads are divided into three
categories with respect to the slope of the beaches. The suggested design ice load is
increased with the factor 1.5 for a steep beach (> 45◦) compared to what Ko et al.
defines as a flat beach (< 20◦).

Beyond the slopes of the banks, the reservoir’s geometry is a factor that may affect
the size of the ice load. Here, both the width to length ratio and the length alone are
believed to influence the ice load. Also for this factor, the available literature in support
of any claim is limited. Results from numerical calculations indicate that reservoirs
with a more "sea-like" (square) design can generate higher ice loads compared to
reservoirs with "river-like" (rectangular) design (Comfort et al., 2000).

2.3. The dam–ice interface

After discussing the dam and the ice separately, it is now time to turn to the interaction
between the dam and the ice. When either the dam or the ice is exposed to an external
change that causes one or both of them to change shape or position, and that change
causes the ice and dam to interact with each other, the force required to create a new
equilibrium at a relative motion caused by this interaction is the ice load. This can be
illustrated by the example shown in Figure 2.6 where the cantilever beam represents
the dam. The force required to displace the top of a cantilever beam a distance u is

F = KDu, (2.4)

where KD is the stiffness of the beam with respect to horizontal displacements.
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Ice Ice Ice

New equilibriumInitial stress-free state

Imposed 

displacements

Figure 2.6: The undeformed structure and ice are both stress-free (a), as either the ice moves
towards the structure (b) or the structure moves towards the ice (c), an new equilib-
rium position is reached. To maintain this equilibrium requires a reaction-force for
the structure and stresses in the structure and ice.

If the ice is subjected to a uniform length change ∆LI in the downstream direction,
the fore required to limit its length change to u is

F = KI(∆LI − u), (2.5)

where KI is the compressive stiffness of the ice. Force equilibrium in the interface
gives that

u =
KI

KD +KI
∆LI, (2.6)

and Substituting Eq. (2.6) in Eq. (2.4) gives that the force as result of the imposed
length change is

F =
KDKI

KD +KI
∆LI. (2.7)

Thus, the ice load is not a load in the pure sense but rather a restraint force. The ice
load is the force required to restrain movements and expansions of the ice sheet. The
magnitude of this ice load is a function of the stiffness of the dam, the stiffness of the
ice, and the imposed displacements of the ice or dam.

From a structural mechanics perspective, this interaction is governed by the global
shape, such as size and inclination of the surface, and the local surface properties, such
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as the governing behaviour in the normal and the tangential direction. The inclination
of the interaction surface affects the horizontal restraint imposed on the ice from the
structure. The restraint increases with increased angle and the maximum horizontal
restraint is obtained for a vertical dam wall.

The shear strength of the interface restrains the ice’s vertical movement at the dam
wall. Similar to the dam–rock interface, the dam–ice interface can be bonded and
unbonded and the shear strength is a combination of adhesion and friction. The
adhesion strength between freshwater ice and concrete is approximately 0.5-0.8 MPa
(Barker et al., 2021). The friction coefficient between ice and concrete depends on
the normal pressure, interaction velocity, surface roughness and ice temperature. For
sea ice, ISO-19906 (2010) recommends a static friction coefficient of 0.12 to 0.20 for
a smooth and rough concrete surface, respectively. For freshwater ice, static friction
coefficients reported from laboratory test is between 0.05 to 0.60 (Fiorio et al., 2002;
Nuus, 2018). Observations at dams indicate that after the ice adheres to the concrete
at a certain water level, a variation of the water level larger than the ice thickness is
required to break the bond (Comfort et al., 2003).

The ability to horizontal movements in the interaction is limited by the dam’s and
the ice’s strength. The size dependent strength of ice was discussed in Section 2.2.3,
where an inverse relationship between ice volume and strength was presented. For
this reason, the behaviour and properties of the ice-structure interface greatly impact
the total ice load on a structure.

Ice pressure decreases as the area of contact increases during ice-structure interactions
(Sanderson, 1988). This size effect is considered in several design codes by differing
between global ice actions and local ice actions where the global ice action occurs over
the complete ice-structure interaction area while local ice actions occur at sub-sets of
this area. In these codes, the global pressure is defined to decrease with an increasing
ice-structure contact area. For example, ISO-19906 (2010) states that the global ice
action normal to the surface is

FG = pGA (2.8)

where pG is the global average ice pressure and A is the nominal contact area. The
global ice pressure is a function of the geometry of the structure and the ice on the
following form

pG = CR

(
hi

h1

)m(
w

hi

)n
, (2.9)

where CR is the ice strength coefficient, hi is the ice thickness, m and n are empirical
coefficients and h1 is a reference thickness of 1 m. In ISO-19906 (2010), m is equal to
−0.50 + hi/5 for hi < 1.0 m, and to −0.30 for hi ≥ 1.0 m.
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This size effect of ice loads on dams was studied at the Barrett Chute dam during
the winter 2011, see Côté et al. (2016), Morse et al. (2011), and Taras et al. (2011),
where sensors were placed three meters apart along the dam line. The measurements
showed that the stress in the ice and the resulting load acting on the structure has
high spatial variation and can vary significantly within a few meters along the dam.
Côté et al. (2016) suggest that n = −0.33 is used when Eq. (2.9) is applied for ice load
on dams, based on the work by Carter (2003). Other authors have also noted that the
average line load recorded from several sensors at a dam is significantly lower than
the maximum recorded load by the individual sensors (Petrich et al., 2020).

2.4. The system’s response to loads

So far, this chapter has focused on the properties of the system. The following section
will discuss the loads that act on the system and how the system responds to these
loads. A general categorization of loads a concrete dam–ice system is subjected to are:

1. Loads related to the impounded water

2. Thermal loads

3. Displacement loads

4. Time-dependent change

Note that in the above categorization, the ice is a part of the system. Hence, ice load
is not regarded as a separate load but rather as the interaction between the dam and
the ice, due to an external load.

2.4.1. Loads related to water

A dam’s purpose is to impound water, and this water causes several loads. The most
apparent load is the hydrostatic water pressure that acts on the parts of the dam that is
in direct contact with water. The difference in water surface upstream and downstream
of the dam also causes an uplift pressure under the dam when water flows in spaces
between the concrete and rock or crush zones and fractures in the rock. As the water
level in the reservoir varies, the magnitude of these loads varies, and as a result, loads
originated from the water may increase or decrease the displacement of the dam.

Another significant aspect of the stored water is its influence on the ice. This impact
is discused in Section 2.4.3. The ice is also affected by currents in the water and the
wind. These currents can also cause loads on the dam, but their magnitude is generally
neglectable. However, the total theoretical shear force on the ice surface from flowing
mediums is significant due to the large area. The magnitude of these shear forces
depends on the speed of the flowing water or wind. As discussed in Section 2.2, the
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Figure 2.7: Illustration of temperature distribution in the ice before and during a thermal ice
load event.

water currents can also impact how and when the ice formations and the ice breakup
occur. In large reservoirs, high wind or water speeds may cause drifting ice floes to
collide with the dam with high momentum.

2.4.2. Thermal loads

After variations in water level, the second external factor that affects dams in cold
regions is the seasonal variations in the ambient temperature of air and water. The
difference in temperatures between the air and water creates an uneven temperature
distribution in the concrete. The variation in temperature causes different parts of the
concrete to expand and contract during different seasons. As a result, the dam crest
moves back and forth. During the summer, the air is warmer than the water, and the
concrete located at the downstream part of the dam expands more than the cooler
upstream parts. As a result, the dam crest moves toward the reservoir. In the winter,
the relation is opposite, and as the water is warmer than the air, and the dam crest
moves in the downstream direction. The apsortion of solar radiation increases the
mean temperature in the dam and may affect the local behaviour near the exposed
surface (Léger et al., 1993; Mirzabozorg et al., 2014; Salazar et al., 2020).
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The relation between the ambient temperatures and the dam behaviour is not linear
and depends both on the actual temperature and the temperature gradient. In addition,
there is a lagged response between the displacements of the dam and a ambient
temperature change. This delay is caused by the time it takes for the temperature
flow to penetrate the massive dam structure. The mass also dampens the effect of
short-time variation in air temperature on the concrete’s core temperature. Therefore,
the relevant temperature change in the dam occurs between winter and summer. The
difference in air temperature between winter and summer may be as large as 70 °C in
cold regions. Such temperature changes may cause the dam crest of a large unisolated
concrete dam to displace several centimeters between winter and summer (Léger et al.,
1993; Malm and Ansell, 2011; Salazar et al., 2020).

The ice sheet is also affected by temperature changes. During longer periods of con-
stant air temperature, the temperature in an ice sheet follows a gradient from 0 °C
at the bottom of the ice sheet to a temperature close to the air temperature at the
top. From this initial state, the ice temperatures may change for three main reasons:
change in the air temperature, snowfall, or flooding of the ice. When the air temper-
ature change, a thermal wave propagates from the top of the ice sheet. This wave
propagation is delayed if the ice sheet is covered by snow and is increasingly atten-
uated with the ice thickness. Heavy snowfall may rapidly isolate the ice and cause
the ice temperature to approach the freezing temperature. Similarly, 0 °C water that
floods the ice affects the ice and causes the temperature to rise to zero throughout the
ice cross-section. A snow free ice sheet may also be heated by radiation from the sun.

The restrained thermal expansion during heating of the ice is a significant ice load
mechanism. Figure 2.7 shows an illustration of the ice temperature during a thermal
ice load event. Initially, the ice has the initial temperature profile to the left in the
figure. When the air temperature rises, the temperature in the ice increases. As the
ice sheet temperature increases, it expands. If the dam restrains this expansion, a
pressure occurs at the dam–ice interface. Compared to the slow temperature change
in the concrete, the variations in ice temperature occur quickly, with a magnitude of
hours to days, which equates to a loading rate of the magnitude 10−5s−1. The heating
of the ice sheet can also be caused by flooding water or snow fall.

2.4.3. Displacement loads

Displacement loads are either irreversible slow settlements of the dam foundation or
sudden effects, such as earthquakes. The irreversible changes that occur over time
may result from continuous or progressive degradation and damage of the system.

An earthquake involves sudden shaking and movements of the ground. This shaking
is a significantly different load than the hydrostatic pressure and may cause cracks
in concrete dams. Since an earthquake involves a cyclic motion, cracks may occur at
both the downstream and upstream parts of the dam. The water impacts the dam’s
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(a)

New Ice

(b)
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of the mechanism that cause ice load from water level variation,with the
water surface at a mean level the ice has a certain length. When the water level after
that is raised (2.8a) or lowered (bottom) so that the ice cracks, the length of the ice
is extended. If the formation of new ice closes these cracks, the elongation becomes
permanent (2.8b). When the water surface then returns to its average level, the ice
must be compressed to fit its previous length (2.8c).

behaviour during an earthquake in several ways. The water provides an impulsive
mass that reduces the dam’s natural frequencies, increases the damping, and thereby
counteracts the movement caused by earthquakes. The water also causes a dynamic
variation in the pressure distribution on the dam face due to the propagation of
pressure waves. The pressure distribution during an earthquake may vary and deviate
from the hydrostatic linear distribution. The ice also affects the dynamic properties of
the system. A dam that is exposed to an earthquake during a period with an ice cover
will behave differently than the same dam during a period without ice (Bouaanani
et al., 2002). The ice cover affects both the acceleration and frequency response curves
and the hydrodynamic pressure distribution in the reservoir.

The ice is significantly more exposed to imposed displacements than the dam. As the
ice floats on the water, the variation of the water level imposes a displacement of the
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ice. These imposed displacements have a significant impact on the ice loads, see for
example Carter et al. (1998), Comfort et al. (2003), Foss (2017), Morse et al. (2011),
Stander (2006), and Taras et al. (2011). When the water surface is at a mean level,
the ice has a certain length and is crack free or the cracks have closed, see Figure 2.8.
When the water level after that is raised or lowered enough for the ice to crack, but
not so much that the ice detaches from the dam, the length of the ice is extended.
If the formation of new ice closes these cracks, the elongation becomes permanent.
When the water surface returns to its average level, the ice must be compressed to fit
its previous length.

2.4.4. Irreversible time-dependent changes

Irreversible time-dependent changes such as settlements and creep are most significant
during the first years of operation, when the system finds a new equilibrium position
after the impoundment. Thereafter, the changes occur slowly and progressively when
the structural properties are affected by degradation and damage. Irreversible changes
can also result from single events that affect the dam, such as maintenance measures
or accidents.

The five main deterioration mechanisms causing degradation in concrete dams in
cold climates are thermal cracks, alkali-aggregate reactions (AAR), frost damage, ero-
sion and calcium leaching (Eriksson, 2021). Several mechanisms can deteriorate the
structure simultaneously, and synergy effects between mechanisms may accelerate
the damage process. The damage caused by these mechanisms can be categorized
as internal or external. The internal damage such as thermal cracks and AAR affect
the whole structure. If the imposed deformations are restrained, stresses will arise
in the material, and if these stresses exceed the tensile capacity of concrete, the con-
crete cracks. Temperature-induced cracks constitute a significant problem for dams
in cold regions (Malm, 2009; Tarbox and Charlwood, 2014), where thermal cracks
have caused substantial cracking in both buttress dams (Hellgren et al., 2020b; Léger
and Seydou, 2009; Malm and Ansell, 2011), and arch dams (Jin et al., 2010; Malm
et al., 2018). AAR occurs when the pore water alkalis react with the aggregates and
form an gel. This gel expands in the presence of water resulting in internal pressure
in the concrete. Extensive cracking may occur if this pressure reaches the strength of
the material.

The second type of damage occurs at the surface and has a smaller immediate effect on
the structural behaviour. The mechanism of frost damage is similar to that of AAR. The
expansion of freezing pore water inside the concrete results in internal pressure. This
pressure damage the concrete if it exceeds the strength of the material. However, this
mechanism requires both accessible pore water and freezing temperatures. Therefore,
frost damage is primarily limited to regions near the surface that are intermittently
subjected the ambient air and free water. The concrete surface may also be damaged
from erosion caused by the flowing water and the ice. The forces caused by drifting
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ice, impacts from sediments and debris in the flowing water may damage the concrete
surface and progressively deteriorate the structure’s surface.

The last mechanism is leaching, where solid compounds primarily from the cement
matrix are dissolved into the pore water and transported to the exterior surface by ion
diffusion or by the water flow.

2.5. Prediction models for dams

This section presents models that are used to describe and predict the time-dependent
behaviour of concrete dams during normal operations. More specifically, how data
from the external conditions can be used to predict the current or future behaviour of
a dam according to the principle in Figure 2.9.

As described in the previous section, both the loads and the properties of the dam–ice
system vary with time. Thus, analysis and measurements of the transient behaviour
of the system involve time-series data. A general time-series consists of four parts
(Bowerman et al., 2005):

Trend - continuous increase or decrease.

Seasonal - recurring regular changes that follow the seasons.

Cycle - longer change over at least two seasons.

Irregular fluctuations - fluctuations that do not follow any recognizable pattern.

In order to analyse a time series, it is important to use models that capture these
effects. The choice of prediction model should consider the time frame, data type,
data availability, accuracy requirements, and interpretability (Bowerman et al., 2005).
In dam behaviour analysis, prediction models are often categorized as:

• Theory-based

• Data-based

• Hybrid

In the Theory-based models, the behaviour of the dam is calculated with mathematical
relations with a physical connection to underlying factors such as water level, concrete
temperature, and time-dependent effects (SwissCOLD, 2003). In a typical such model,
the dam geometry is discretized with the finite element method (FEM), and physical
laws are applied to the model. Data-based or statistical models are instead trained
or fitted on existing data with methods from machine learning. In hybrid models, a
combination of theoretical considerations and fitting to existing data is used.
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Input data
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Figure 2.9: Conceptual figure of a prediction model.

2.5.1. Finite element analysis

In structural mechanics, the most common type of numerical method used to analyse
and solve complex problems is the finite element method. It is beyond the scope of
this report to present the application of finite element analysis (FEA) to concrete dams,
so only a brief description of the methodology follows. In recent years, much work
has been done in Sweden regarding FE-analysis of dams, including a guideline for
numerical simulation of concrete dams (Malm, 2016), research projects regarding
the simulations of aging of dams in cold regions (Eriksson, 2021; Gasch, 2019), and
a guideline on how to review these numerical simulations (Ekström et al., 2016).
Other valuable references for numerical analysis of dams are given in the proceedings
of the benchmark workshops arranged biannually by ICOLD Technical Committee A
(Computational Aspects of Dam Analysis and Design), see for example Bolzon et al.
(2019), Gunn et al. (2016), Malm et al. (2018), and Zenz and Goldgruber (2014). The
purpose of these workshops is to share knowledge and experience regarding numerical
modelling within the fields of dam safety.

Nonlinearities

In FE-simulations, a distinction is made between linear and nonlinear simulations.
In linear simulations, there is a direct relationship between load and response. Thus,
the response from several loads can be analysed separately and then superpositioned.
In nonlinear analysis, the response of the structure is governed by the history of the
response, and superposition can no longer be applied. For FE models, there are three
categories of nonlinearity: geometric, material, and contact. These three nonlinearities
may be included separately or in combination.

Geometric nonlinearities include large deformations and large strains. For dams, this
type of nonlinearities is mainly relevant when failure simulations are performed. Dur-
ing normal operation of a dam, the strains in the structure are small. This relation is
also true for a fixed ice cover, where displacement and strains can be considered as
small. For ice, it is instead ice floes and movements of the entire ice cover during ice
formation or melting that cause large displacements. Material nonlinearities include
the nonlinear behavior of materials such as plasticity, creep, and viscosity. These non-
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Figure 2.10: Potential Couplings in FEA, from Gasch (2019). With permission from Gasch.

linear properties were discussed in Section 2.1 and Section 2.2 for concrete and ice,
respectively.

Contact nonlinearities occur at the interface between two structural domains. For sim-
ulation of dams and ice in reservoirs, the three major contacts are the three interfaces
dam–rock, dam–ice, and ice–bank. These interfaces were discussed in Sections 2.1.3
and 2.3. The contact in these interfaces is modelled as unbonded or bonded. In un-
bonded contact, the structural domains may separate and the interface cannot transfer
any tensile stress. Unbonded contact usually include a tangential behaviour such as
friction, no-slip or frictionless. In bonded contact, the structural domains are restrained
from separation. This restraint can be in the form of an unbreakable tie-connection or
a bond with a maximum strength.

Coupling and multiphysics

As mentioned in Chapter 2, several physical and chemical phenomena, and their con-
nection influence concrete dams. These can be divided into mechanical: which include
stresses and deformations; the strength of the material, which include fractures and
cracking; or transport conductive consisting of moisture, compounds, and heat flow in
the concrete (Ekström et al., 2016; Eriksson, 2021; Gasch, 2019). Both the moisture
transport and the heat transport affect the structural behaviour of the dam, but there
is also a connection between moisture transport and heat transport, where, e.g. the
magnitude of the heat flux is different in dry compared to water-saturated materials. A
mechanistic description of all involved physical processes is thus hard to achieve and
the models typically tend to become very complex and computationally demanding.
There is also a limited knowledge regarding the exact physics of several of the involved
physical processes. For this reason, models are often based on empirical relationships
rather than exact mechanisms and always use some degree of simplification (Eriksson,
2021).
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Simulations of how the variation in water level and ambient temperatures, and other
climate-related phenomena affects the dam can either be done by including all physical
phenomena and the connection between them in a model, or by performing stepwise
calculations where each physical process is calculated sequentially and then used
as boundary conditions when the next physical process is analysed. Concrete dams
are massive structures where the conductive heat transfer is the cause of the most
dominant seasonal variation in the structural response. It is, therefore, common to
perform long-term simulations of dams via a FE-model in two steps. In the first step,
the temperature variation in the dam is simulated (Malm, 2016). This analysis is either
performed as a steady-state simulation, where the temperature distribution in the dam
is assumed to reach an equilibrium or as a transient simulation where the temperature
distribution in the dam is continually changing and is dependent on the previous
temperature distribution. The advantage of a steady-state calculation is that it is fast
and it is usually enough with only a few calculation steps, for example, an extreme case
for winter and summer. Steady-state calculations, however, give inferior agreement
with the structure’s actual behavior since they do not consider the mass inertia present
in the concrete and the delay in temperature response it causes (Malm et al., 2018).
In reality, the dam does not achieve a steady-state temperature distribution with a
constant equilibrium position. Thus, to obtain simulation results that describe the
actual behavior of the dam, transient (time-dependent) simulations should be used.

To simulate the temperature variation in the dam, the thermal boundary conditions
for the dry and wet surfaces and the initial temperature conditions in the dam must
be determined (Salazar et al., 2020). In principle, boundary conditions are used that
include convection between air or water and concrete. For dry concrete surfaces, i.e.
concrete in contact with air, additional techniques may be used to consider radiation
from the sun, shadows and heat loss from evaporation (Salazar et al., 2020). The
heat from solar radiation may have a significant impact on the temperatures in the
dam in warm climates (Castilho et al., 2018; Žvanut et al., 2016). In cold climates,
the duration of solar radiation is limited, and this effect is in many cases neglected
(Malm, 2016). For the surface in contact with water, the main challenge is to deter-
mine the variation of the water temperature. The temperature in the reservoir varies
significantly with the depth and between seasons. The shape of this variation may
differs considerable between reservoirs. Some common techniques to apply the water
temperatures in the analysis are using a uniform temperature for the complete surface
or zones of the surface in contact with water or by using a formulation with varying
temperatures with depth (Salazar et al., 2020). Both these methods can either be
applied with an estimation of the water temperature based on the air temperature
and empirical formulas (Enzell and Tollsten, 2017; Malm et al., 2018; Zhu, 1997),
or by the use of real measurements of water temperatures at one or several depths
(Andersson and Seppälä, 2015; Hellgren et al., 2020b; Salazar et al., 2020; Tatin et al.,
2018).

After the calculation of the thermal variation, the calculated temperature distribution
is applied in the next step as input to a mechanical model together with other loads,
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such as those from the water, ice, and self-weight. In this step, a reference temperature
must be determined for the calculation of displacement in the dam caused by thermal
expansion and contraction. The reference temperature is the temperature for which
the thermal expansion is zero and causes no stress. For materials such as concrete and
ice, this property has the effect of an integration constant during the calculation of
thermal stresses. Therefore, it greatly affects the magnitude of the maximum stresses
and the extent of predicted cracking. The reference temperature may also be denoted
as the stress-free temperature or the closing temperature, referring to the temperature
during the cast that restrains the structure. For a concrete structure, the closing tem-
perature may differ between regions and cracking and creep may relax initial stresses
and change the reference temperature throughout the service life of the structure.

2.5.2. Data-based models

In contrast to the FEM models, data-based models are based entirely on data from
previous measurements without consideration of the exact physics. This makes these
types of models flexible, and they can be used without much knowledge of the dam or
its structural properties. It is, therefore, possible to use data-based models to analyse
most types of behaviour on all types of dams. As the data-based models are based
on previous measurements, these models cannot be used until reliable measurement
data of sufficient length is available. This excludes the use of these models during
construction and the first impoundment, which is the most critical phase for a dam,
or during the first years after reconstruction or installation of monitoring sensors.
Furthermore, the data-based models can only be used for alert limits since they are
only valid for data within the range used for training.

There are many types of data-based models. Based on data from a review by Salazar
et al. (2017), Figure 2.11 shows the occurrence of different types of data-based models
applied to dam behaviour analysis. Different types of multiple linear regression (MLR)
models, including Hydrostatic Seasonal Time (HST) and Hydrostatic Thermal Time
(HTT), and neural networks models, are the most frequently used model types. Below,
short introductions to these three models are presented.

Linear regression models

MLR is a statistical technique that predict the outcome of a response variable, y as the
linear combination of several explanatory variables (x1, . . . , xM),

y = w0 + w1x1 + ...+ wjxj + ...+ wMxM (2.10)

where w is coefficients.

If y is a column vector with N observation (y = [y1, . . . , yN ]
T ), x is a N×M +1 matrix

where each row contains the observations of each of the M independent variables and
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Figure 2.11: Frequency of data-based models applied on dams from 1985 to 2015, data from
Salazar et al. (2017). The types of models are: Adaptive neuro-fuzzy system(ANFIS);
Hydrostatic seasonal time (HST); Hydrostatic thermal time (HTT); Impulse re-
sponse function (IRF); Multiple linear regression (MLR); Non-linear autoregressive
exogenous (NARX); Neural network (NN). The bar for other represents one each
of the following models; auto-associative neural network; robust regression; multi-
variate adaptive regression splines; random forest; boosted regression trees; wavelet
neural networks; wavelet neural networks, hybrid, principal component analysis;
moving PCA; support vector machine; error correction model; hydrostatic seasonal
thermal time; non-linear autoregressive exogenous neural network error correction
method.

the constant; and w is a column vector with M + 1 coefficients. A prediction of the
response variables is

ŷ = xw (2.11)

Regression models are based on the following assumptions;

• The relationship between the explanatory variables and the response variables
is linear.

• The explanatory variables are not too highly correlated with each other.

• The observations in y are independent of each other.

• The errors are normally distributed with a mean of 0.

From the predictions, the prediction errors e, also called residuals, are

e = y − ŷ. (2.12)

In regression, the coefficients in w are determined so that an error function E are
minimized. Often used error functions are the mean squared error (MSE) or as shown
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below, the sum of square errors (SSE)

E(w) =
N∑
t=0

e2n(w). (2.13)

As the relationship between the coefficient matrix and the error function is quadratic,
the derivative is linear and therefore, a closed-form solution can be found to minimiz-
ing problem (Bowerman et al., 2005). The coefficients are calculated as,

w =
(
xTx

)−1
xTy (2.14)

Hydrostatic Seasonal Time model

One MLR model used for dam behaviour analysis is the HST model, first introduced
by (Willm and Beaujoint, 1967) and thereafter commonly applied on dams of various
types, see for example Bühlmann et al. (2015), Chouinard et al. (1995), Dai et al.
(2018), Dufour et al. (2015), Fabre and Hueber (2009), Li et al. (2015), Nedushan
(2002), Sigtryggsdóttir et al. (2018), Tatin et al. (2018), and Zou et al. (2018). HST
is an example of a data-based mechanist model, where the variables in the model are
interpretable in a physical meaningful way (Young, 1998).

The HST model uses the assumption that the behavior of the dam is a function of
three parts according to:

yHST = f(H) + f(S) + f(t) (2.15)

where H is the influence of hydrostatic pressure, S is a variable for seasonal variation,
and t is the irreversible changes over time. The model thus includes a function per
phenomenon that is considered to affect the global behaviour of the dam. Furthermore,
as one of the assumptions for the MLR model is that the explanatory variables are
independent, HST uses the assumption that three variables H, S and t are independent
of each other. This assumption is many times incorrect, for example the water level
may follows a seasonal pattern.

The dam displacement caused by water level variations, δH can be divided into three
parts. The structural displacements of the dam δH1, deformation of the foundation
from variation in hydrostatic pressure δH1 and deformation caused by the rotation of
the dam foundation, δH3.

δH = δH1 + δH2 + δH3 (2.16)

For buttress and gravity dams, the analytical derivation of δH yields a third-degree
polynomial (Shao et al., 2018). For arch dams where the displacements are a combi-
nation of cantilever action in the vertical direction and arch bending in the horizontal
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Figure 2.12: Comparison between simulated and fitted polynomials of first, second, third and
fourth-order for a) the total dam height and b) the operating level between the
maximum and minimum water levels (MaWL-MiWL).

direction, the relation between the water level and the crest displacement is instead a
fourth-degree polynomial;

F (H) = w0 + w1h+ w2h
2 + w3h

3 + w4h
4 (2.17)

where h is the relative water level related to the total dam height Hd and the reservoir
level, WL, according to:

h =
WL− BL

Hd
(2.18)

where BL is the bottom level.

Figure 2.12a shows the simulated crest displacement of a buttress dam together with
each of the four parameters h, h2, h3 and h4 as a function of the dam height. For
run-off river dams, that have a relatively small difference between the maximum and
minimum water level, all parameters vary linearly within the range of the water level
fluctuations as can be seen in Figure 2.12b. It is, therefore, unnecessary to include
all variables in the model. Instead, this can be solved by including only the linear
relationship to the reservoir level (i.e. only H) or by relating H to the level difference
between the minimum and maximum water level.

In HST, the temperature effect is modeled as a seasonal variation with the first terms
in a periodic Fourier series according to
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Figure 2.13: Example of a the crest displacements of a concrete dam in the frequency domain.
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)
+ w8 cos

(
4πt
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)
(2.19)

where L = 52.18 if the time variable t is described in the unit weeks. This type of
function neglects the actual temperature and predicts that it follows a seasonal pattern
consisting of a full-year period and a half-year period. Figure 2.13 shows frequency
spectra for the crest displacement of the dam used in the case study in Paper I. There
are two peaks in the signal for a full-year period and a half-year period. This shows
how powerful it is to model the crest displacement as a function of these two periods.

The last effect is the irreversible changes over time. In their simplest form, they are
assumed to be completely linear according to Eq. (2.20a). However, it is common to
involve some creep behavior with logarithmical decreasing effect over time, as in Eq.
(2.20b) and (2.20c).

f(t) = w9t (2.20a)

f(t) = w9t+ w10e
(−t) (2.20b)

f(t) = w9ln(t) + w10e
(−t) (2.20c)

The three Eqs. (2.20a) - (2.20c) are shown in Figure 2.14

Hydrostatic Thermal Time model

An alternative MLR model is the HTT model that differs from HST by replacing the
seasonal variable S with a variable for the temperature, T , as shown below

yHTT = f1(H) + f3(t) + f4(T ) (2.21)

How to include the temperature in the model is not straightforward as several temper-
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Figure 2.14: Schematic of the three ways to include the irreversible change with time from in Eq.
(2.20a) - (2.20c).

atures affect the concrete. The temperature in the air and the water differs not only
in value on an individual day but also to how they vary during the season. In addition
to water and air, some dams are also isolated and heated, which gives an additional
temperature field that affects the dam. As mentioned earlier, the temperature change
of the concrete also occurs with a delay compared with the ambient temperature.
To consider this delay, one method is to use the phase-shifted temperatures in the
analysis.

Other models include a more detailed treatment of the temperature. A mix of HST and
HTT is HSTT (Penot et al., 2005), where the seasonal variable is corrected based on
actual measured temperature. The SLICE model is a development of HTSS for dams
with large water level variations (Tatin et al., 2013). The model is named after its
approach, where the dam continuously is divided into a part below the water level
and a part above this level and the thermal behaviour of these parts is assumed to
differ. Léger and Leclerc (2007) used a frequency domain based approach to solve the
transient heat transfer equation and used the average and gradient of the temperature
in the cross section in the HTT model and Tatin et al. (2018) combined the above
mentioned approaches and divides the dam into discrete layers where the average
and the gradient temperature for each layer is used.

Neural Networks

Neural network (NN) are a group of algorithms that are based on the mathematical
representation of biological networks (Bishop, 2006). A NN consists of elements or
nodes with connections between them structured in three parts; input, core (hidden),
and output. The most common networks consist of three layers, with one layer of
hidden nodes. More advanced networks have several layers of hidden nodes. The
hidden core interconnects the inputs where each node represents an input data with
the outputs representing the prediction variables. Between the nodes, in the different
layers, there are connections with different strengths (weight).
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Figure 2.15: Illustration of a Neural network

The nodes consist of two parts, a summing part, and an activation or transfer function.
The summation part is the input to the node, where the weighted input from the
signals to the nodes are summed. From there, the sum is sent to the transformation
function and then out from the node. Mathematically, the operation performed at each
node is,

zi = f 1(ai), (2.22)

where the weighted input ai of node i is a linear combination of the input variables
x1, . . . , xM ,

ai =
M∑
i=1

w
(1)
ij xn + w

(1)
i0 (2.23)

and f 1 is the non-linear activation function. The weight between input node j and
hidden node i is denoted wij and wi0 is the weight for a bias applied on directly on the
second layer, by defining x0 = 1, the bias can be included in the weight matrix. The
superscript notates in which layer of the network the parameters are assigned. Typical
transformation functions are threshold function, linear function, a logistic sigmoid
function, tangent hyperbolic, etc. (Bishop, 2006). The logistic sigmoid function is
calculated as

σ(a) =
1

1 + exp (−a)
(2.24)

The operations at the output nodes are calculated in the same way, so that the complete
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structure of the network is,

yn(x,w) = f 2

(
D∑
i=0

w2
kif

1

(
M∑
j=0

w1
ijxj

))
(2.25)

Unlike in the linear regression, the input to the neural network is not linearly related
to the output, and no closed-form solution exists that minimize the error function.
Instead, the weights are updated using iterative optimization algorithm that searches
for the minimum of the function. Backpropagation is a mechanism used to update the
weights using gradient descent. It calculates the gradient of the error function with
respect to the neural network’s weights. The calculation proceeds backward through
the network.

To find a local minimum of a function using gradient descent, one takes steps propor-
tional to the gradient of the error function at the current point. Using the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm, the gradient is approximated as

g = JTe (2.26)

where e is the prediction errors, see Eq. 2.12. The Jacobian matrix, J, contains first
derivatives of the network errors with respect to the weights and biases,

J =


∂e1
∂w1

. . . ∂e1
∂wW

... . . . ...
∂eN
∂w1

. . . ∂eN
∂wW

 , (2.27)

where W is the total numbers of weights. The weights are updated from iteration k to
iteration k + 1 as follows,

wk+1 = wk − [JTJ− µI]−1JTe (2.28)

The combination coefficient of µ is decreased at each successful iteration. The training
is continued until a predefined condition is reached. This condition can be a maximum
number of iterations, a maximum amount of time, the performance is minimized to a
predefined goal, the performance gradient falls below minimum allowed gradient.

Regularization is a method used to avoid overfitting that penalizes overly complex
models. This is done by adding a penalty term to the error function. In Matlab, the
regularizer is quadratic so that that the error has the form

Er(w) = E(w) + λwTw, (2.29)

where λ is the regularization coefficient and is a model. This type of regularization
is also called weight decay, as its design implies that weights will decay toward zero.
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The coefficient λ is a model parameter that must be chosen.

When modelling the behaviour of concrete dams behaviour using NN, the same type
of input data as for the HST and HTT models are often used. The NN models can
describe interactions and nonlinear relations between these input variables due to the
models’ nonlinear architecture. However, no standard approach for selecting the archi-
tecture and the training algorithm for dam behaviour analysis has yet been established
(Salazar et al., 2017).

2.6. Variation in ice load during one winter

In the previous sections of this chapter, the dam–ice system was discussed from a
structural mechanics perspective, focusing on the different parts, the interaction, and
how the systems respond to loads and variation in the surrounding conditions. In this
section, the focus turns to ice loads variation during a winter. The section introduces
the concept of ice load events and presents concepts and examples from the literature
on modelling the variation in ice loads during a winter.

2.6.1. Ice load events

An essential part of the temporal variation of ice loads is the occurrence of events
(Carter et al., 1998; Comfort et al., 2003; Foss, 2017; ISO-19906, 2010; Petrich et al.,
2015; Stander, 2006). Ice load events are characterized by:

• a rise in load from an initial low level

• a peak load

• a subsequent rapid decrease.

Hence, an ice load event is defined by the time of the start, peak and end, see Fig-
ure 2.16. An event typically lasts a few hours up to a day but may, on rare occasions,
last several days (Comfort et al., 2003). This event-shaped time history is caused by
a combination of the loading mechanisms and the mechanical behaviour of ice. From
the initial low level, an ice load event is triggered by a loading mechanism. Both tem-
perature and water level variation, the two primary mechanisms for ice loads on dams,
are short-term duration mechanisms where the maximum variation is finite. Hence,
the loading can occur as a slow change over an extended period or a rapid change
over a short period, and neither the temperature nor the water level can continuously
increase or decrease for more than a limited period.

Two factors determine the magnitude of the event peak. Either the end of the loading
mechanisms or the failure of the ice. A failure occurs if the ice sheet is overloaded
during an event. Such a failure cause a rapid decrease in ice load. Alternatively, if the
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Figure 2.16: Example of ice load events with rapid load increases from an initially low level, peak
loads and subsequent rapid decreases.

loading event ends without an ice failure, the peak is determined by the magnitude of
the mechanism. At this point, the subsequent decrease in load is caused by creep in the
ice. Freshwater ice’s mechanical behaviour is non-linear with a high creep rate. The
stresses caused by the loading mechanisms are relaxed by this creep. Thereby, the ice
loads continuously decrease during periods when no new load generating mechanisms
occur.

2.6.2. Ice load models

Several authors have proposed models for the ice load and such models can be catego-
rized into two types: annual and transient. The first type, annual models, predicts the
maximum ice load for one or more winters. These are models where the maximum
ice load on a dam is calculated based on external parameters such as ice thickness or
temperature. Such annual models are presented in Section 2.7.5. The second type of
model is the transient, used to calculate the change in ice load during a winter. This
section presents a short overview of the main principles of these models with three
examples. A more detailed review can be found in Ekström (2002), Johansson et al.
(2013), and Sæther (2012).

Transient models of ice loads on dams have a long history (Azarnejad and Hrudey,
1998; Bergdahl, 1978; Côté et al., 2016; Cox, 1984; Fransson, 1988; Petrich and
Arntsen, 2018; Petrich et al., 2015; Sinha, 1983). When simulating the transient be-
haviour of the ice-dam system, the most considerable variation in the system is the
position and thickness of the ice. Therefore, to calculate the variation in ice load
during a winter, the current ice thickness must be known or estimated.
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All ice loads models use ice thickness and ice temperature as input. Different ap-
proaches can be used to produce this type of data. Therefore, ice load calculations
contain from one up to three modelling steps, depending on the available input data.
The most general approach is based only on external variables such as temperature,
snowfall and water level and consists of calculations in three steps:

1. Calculate the ice thickness and snow cover on the ice

2. Calculate the ice temperatures

3. Calculate the stresses and resulting ice loads

This approach involves model uncertainties in several steps, but since the method only
requires input data that is easily accessible, it can be used widely for many dams. The
opposite approach to this method is to use measured ice thickness and temperatures
directly as input in step 3. This approach eliminates the model uncertainties from the
two first steps and allows the detailed study of thermal ice stresses. However, since
the method requires recordings of the ice temperature, it is less generally applicable.

Of the three models are two theoretical models that considers thermal ice load. The
third model is a hybrid model that considers both thermal loads and loads from water
level variation. This model combines theoretical considerations and fitting to measured
ice load from Canadian dams.

Theoretical models

To model the behavior of ice in fresh-water reservoirs near dams, predominantly two
theoretical models have been used and calibrated with stress-measurements: the for-
mulation proposed by Cox (1984), implemented by Petrich and Arntsen (2018) and
Petrich et al. (2015); and the formulation proposed by Sinha (1983) implemented by
Côté et al. (2012) and Kharik et al. (2018). Both are rheological models where the ice
load is calculated from the 1D ice behaviour of the ice subjected to thermal changes.

Both models are based on the assumption that the ice in front of the dam is entirely
confined, resulting in the total strain ε = 0. Hence, the models calculate the thermal
strain and strain relaxation under thermal loading due to temperature variation. In
both models, the mechanical strains is divided into an elastic part and a viscous part.

dσ

dt
= −AdT

dt
− sign(σ)B

(
To
T

)m(
σ

σ0

)n1

(2.30a)

εm =
σ

E
+ C

(
d0
d

)( σ
E

)
(1− exp ([aTt]

b)) + ε̇v1

(
σ

σ0

)n2

. (2.30b)

where Eq. (2.30a) and (2.30b) shows the model from Cox (1984) with implemen-
tation from Petrich and Arntsen (2018), and the model from Sinha (1983) with the
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Figure 2.17: Numerical examples of ice creep. The top figure shows the four input temperature
signals, and the bottom figure the calculated stress.

implementation from Kharik et al. (2018), respectively. Here, T and σ are the tem-
perature and stress in the ice, respectively, d is the average grain size of the ice and
σ0, T0, and d0 are reference values to achieve unit correctness. A, B, C, m, and nx,
are fitting coefficients, where the subscript is used to emphasise that coefficients may
differ between the models. The second model, from Sinha (1983), is similar to the
model from Cox (1984). However, this model includes additional terms to account for
the ice grain sizes and delayed elastic strain. For (2.30b), the reference values σ0, T0
are also used to calculate aT, the inverse relaxation time at temperature T , and ε̇v1,
the viscous strain rate corresponding to σ0.

Figure 2.17 presents four examples of ice stress events using Eq. (2.30a) with proper-
ties after Petrich and Arntsen (2018) (A=200, B=342 kPa/day, n=3.7, and m=1.92).
All four examples showed an assumed fully restrained ice sheet in 1D. The first exam-
ple, the solid black line, shows the decay from an initial stress level at the constant
temperature -3 °C. Example two, three, and four show three types of temperature
events, a rapid temperature change, a slow temperature change, and several temper-
ature cycles. These examples show how the stresses decay to low levels after a load
event. This decay is an example of a failure mechanism of the ice (Section 2.2.2) and
why ice loads occur as events (Section 2.6.1).
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Figure 2.18: Illustration of important parameters in the model proposed by Comfort et al. (2003)
based on data from Hellgren et al., 2019d. Date format: MMDD, year: 2017.

Hybrid model

Neither of the two models presented above considers the effects from water level
fluctuations. Comfort et al. (2003) presented two semi-empirical models that are
based on nine years of measurement data of ice load from dams in Canada. One of the
models is for ice load caused only by thermal events and the other model considers
ice loads caused by a combination of thermal events and changes in water level. Only
the latter model is presented below.

In this model, the total ice load LL consists of four parts:

LL = LLT + LLWL + LLR + LLC, (2.31)

where LLT is ice load caused by thermal events, LLWL is ice load caused by variation
in water level, LLR is the residual long-term ice load, and LLC is an additional safety
factor in design to ensure that the predicted ice load always is higher than the actual
ice load. The ice load model requires the input of the ice thickness, water level, and ice
temperature profile area (TPA). The TPA is defined as the integral of the temperature
over the ice thickness and has the unit ◦Ccm.

An essential part of the model is ice load events. The calculation is based on the
assumption that the ice load event begins when the TPA starts to decrease, see Figure
2.18. At this time, two model parameters are defined, the TPA at the start of the
event, Ai, and the differences between the maximum TPA in the previous event and
the beginning of the new event, ∆Ai. Figure 2.18 also shows how the two variables
related to the water level are defined. The drop index is the increase or decreased in
the daily average of the water level from the start of the event, and a is the water level
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Table 2.1: Model parameters

Variable Description Unit

h Ice thickness cm
A Temperature profile area (TPA) ◦Ccm
∆A Change in TPA during an event ◦Ccm
∆Ai Change in TPA that occurred be-

fore the start of a event

◦Ccm

Ai Ice TPA at the start of the the
start of a event

◦Ccm

∆Am Maximal TPA , 20h ◦Ccm
Dur Event duration Days
drop Change in mean water level dur-

ing event
cm

a Change in water level cm

change in the current cycle.

The thermal events are modeled as a function of the ice thickness, the event duration
and the change in TPA during the event,

LLT = f(hi,Dur, ∆A). (2.32)

The relation is defined so that increased ice load and TPA leads to higher thermal ice
loads while the magnitude of the load decreases with increased duration.

Ice loads caused by water level variation are modeled with the interaction between
temperature, water level change, and ice thickness,

LLWL = f(hi,Dur, ∆Ai,drop, Am, A1)

= f(∆A1)f(drop)f
(
hi

a

)
(2.33)

The residual load describes the pressure that is built up in the ice over the winter and
depends on the ice thickness and the ratio between the water amplitude and the ice
thickness,

LLR = f(hi, a). (2.34)

2.7. Ice loads on concrete dams in design

This final section of this chapter focuses on ice loads in design and the limit state.
This focus includes physical limits to the ice loads’ magnitude, ice loads in design
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guidelines, factors that affect the maximum ice loads, models for maximum ice loads
and a literature review of dam failures related to ice loads.

2.7.1. Ice loads in design codes

The magnitude of ice load used in design in countries with cold climate varies be-
tween between 50 kN/m and 250 kN/m. Most countries uses a fixed magnitude or a
magnitude based on the location of the dams.

The Swedish Hydropower companies guidelines for dam safety divide the country into
three ice load zones, from south to north (RIDAS, 2021). For each zone, a line load and
corresponding ice thickness are recommended. The line load is 50 kN/m, 100 kN/m
and 200 kN/m and the ice thickness 0.3, 0.6 and 1.0 m for the tree zones, respectively.
In dam stability calculations, the load located at one-third of the design ice thickness
below the retention water level. The current recommendations are similar to the first
guidelines for ice loads in Sweden from 1931, where 200 kN/m and 300 kN/m were
recommended for an ice thickness of 0.75 m and 1.0 m, respectively SOI (1931). Thus,
the ice loads used in the design of concrete dams in Sweden have been fairly constant
for almost a decade.

According to the Norwegian guidelines (NVE, 2003), thermal ice loads are a line loads
between 100 and 150 kN/m. For dams with frequent water level variation, the line
load can according to NVE (2003) be calculated with the models proposed by Carter
et al. (1998), see Section 2.7.5.

In Canada, a magnitude of 150 kN/m is commonly used in design of concrete dams
(Comfort, 2021). For example, Alberta Transportation (2004) states that concrete
dams should be designed for an ice load of 150 kN/m acting 0.3 m under the water
level. This guideline also provides recommendations for ice loads on steel gates (75
kN/m) and on timber stop logs (30 kN/m), and states that dams and gates should be
protected from impacting ice floes and if such impacts cannot be avoided, the dynamic
ice load should be determined considering the size of potential ice floes, the strength of
the ice, and the geometry of the structure. Recommendations for such considerations
can be found in CAN/CSA (2006a,b).

In USA and France, the total load is based on the expected ice thickness at the dam.
For dams in the USA, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC, 2016) rec-
ommends the use of a design ice pressure of 5000 pounds per square foot (239 kPa).
In France, a horizontal ice pressure of 150 kPa/m2 is recommended (Cfbr, 2012). The
design ice thickness should be chosen based on the local conditions at the dam, but
with a minimum thickness of 0.3 m.

These magnitudes of ice loads used in the design constitutes a significant portion of
the total horizontal load, especially for smaller dams. Figure 2.19 shows the ratio
between the total horizontal hydrostatic pressure and an ice load of 200 kN/m. Even
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Figure 2.19: The ratio between the horizontal hydrostatic load and the ice load (200 kN/m) as
a function of the dam height.

for larger dams, this magnitude of load affects the behaviour as an ice load of 200
kN/m may displace a dam crest several millimetres Léger et al. (1998) and Malm et al.
(2015, 2017).

In the design of structures, design situations are often used to categorise load combi-
nations based on their expected probability to occur. Examples of such categorisation
are: normal, unusual, and exception (Léger et al., 1998); transient, persistence, and
accident (EN1990, 2005); permanent, temporary, exceptional and accident (RIDAS,
2021). For climate actions, the magnitude of design loads is linked to a design situation
based on their return period, i.e., the estimated average time between the occurrence
of loads of a specific magnitude. Ice loads are predominantly used in the first levels
of design situations. These are design situations that are likely to occur several times
during the working life of the structures. For example, the Eurocodes, the European
standards for structural design, uses a characteristic value for climatic actions such as
snow and wind loads for persistent design situations based on an annual probability of
exceedance of 0.02, which is equivalent to a mean return period of 50 years EN1990
(2005). Hence, an expected return period for the ice load is somewhere between 20
and 100 years.

2.7.2. Dam failure and incidents caused by ice loads

There are historically few reported incidents related to ice loads on concrete dams
in public sources. In ICOLD’s case descriptions of dam failure, ice-related problems
are only mentioned for the failure of the Ivanovo Dam in Charmanli, Bulgaria, that
occurred on 6 February 2012 (ICOLD, 2019). However, the ice-related problem was
ice piling on the spillway that caused insufficient spillway capacity and overtopping
and not ice loads.

The Spillway of Minidoka Dam in Idaho, USA, was during winter 1927 subjected to
ice loads that pushed the spillway 15 cm in the downstream direction, but no failure
occurred (Canyon and Operations, 2010). In the following summer, the spillway was
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strengthened. However, since the accident and until at least 2010, the reservoir has
not been allowed to operate at full water level during the winter months (Canyon and
Operations, 2010).

The more recent failure of the Spencer dam in Nebraska, USA, on 14 March 2019
is reported as the first dam failure in the USA to be caused by ice floes (Hammel,
2019). This failure happend after a storm that caused a dynamic break up of the ice
sheet (ASDSO, 2020). The many large ice floes jamed the river, clogged the spillways
and punched through the brick wall of the powerhouse, resulting in a declined dis-
charge capacity, raised water level, and overtopping of the dam. The water eroded
the embankment dam, which breached at two locations. Before the dam failure, the
ice run had failed one bridge and caused significant damage on another; both located
upstream of the Spencer dam (ASDSO, 2020). However, photographs of the dam site
after the failure shows that the concrete dams remained more or less intact after the
failure (Hammel, 2019).

Billfalk (1979) and ICOLD (1999) reports about a spillway gate in Sweden that was
damaged from ice loads during the 1978 winter. This damage was limited to the gate
and did not result in any related incidence. The magnitude of the ice load at the
gate was estimated to 235 kN/m with the model proposed by Bergdahl (1978). This
model is presented in Section 2.7.5. Other studies also report the occurrence of plastic
deformations in spillway gates in Sweden (Bennerstedt et al., 2021).

One dam where ice loads may have been a partial cause of failure was the Austin dam
in Austin, Pennsylva, also known as the Bayless dam, which failed on 30 September,
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Figure 2.20: Results from simulation of the response of seven monoliths in a dam–ice system to
an applied temperature increase on the top of the ice sheet for two different friction
coefficients in the dam–rock interface. The dashed lines represent the maximum
friction force in the interface.
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1911 (Anderson et al., 1998). The top centre portion of the dam was displaced 0.8 m
and the bottom-centre 0.5 m in the downstream direction in January 2010. The early
report states that the reservoir was ice-covered at this time and that this displacement
was caused by ice load. However, the failure of the dam occurred later, in September
of 2011, and is attributed to insufficient design for uplift pressure (Anderson et al.,
1998). Although the dam eventually collapsed during a period without ice, the original
movement created by the ice may be a contributing factor.

The Austin dam highlights a common misunderstanding regarding ice loads. Namely,
the idea that a dam failure caused by ice load cannot happen since deformations in
the dam decrease the restrain and thus the load. Such an argument neglects structural
mechanics and that the ice load is the deformation in the dam. This argument is only
valid if the dams displacement occurs as a rigid body motion.

This is illustrated in Figure 2.20, which show the simulated crest displacement of
seven adjacent dam monoliths as a response to thermal expansion of an ice sheet.
The dams response to increased ice temperature was simulated with three different
friction coefficients in the dam–rock interface. For the higher coefficient of friction,
1.0, shown in black, the relationship between the displacement of the dam crest and
the shear force in the contact surface between dam and rock is linear.

The red lines in Figure 2.20 represents the corresponding curves for a friction co-
efficient of 0.8. Here the initial relationship between the temperature increase, the
crest displacement and the increased shear force in the contact surface are similar as
above. However, when the maximum shear capacity of the contact surface is exceeded,
the displacement increases without additional shear force. The monolith has at this
position reached the maximum ice load as it can no longer restrain the ice expansion.
Any subsequent expansion of the ice must be restrained by the adjacent monoliths or
otherwise result in a rigid body sliding. When the rigid body motion occurs, the dam
is disturbed from its static equilibrium position. Whether this lost equilibrium initiates
a failure or not depends on the post-peak behaviour of the interface. In the simulation,
the dam can find a new equilibrium after the sliding. An actual dam is likely to be in
an unstable equilibrium where an initial movement progresses to a failure.

2.7.3. Limits to maximum ice loads

One method to determine the magnitude of ice loads for which a dam should be
designed is from the maximum ice load that can theoretically can occur. The maximum
ice load is determined by the limiting physical processes of ice-structure interaction.
These processes can be divided into three categories; limiting stress, limiting force,
and limiting energy or momentum (ISO-19906, 2010). In the first process, limiting
stress, the maximum load is the ice sheet’s capacity. The external load on the system
load may be greater than the capacity of the ice sheet and thereby cause a failure of
the ice via one of the ice’s failure modes, see Section 2.2.2.
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The second process, limiting force, is when the maximum external loads such as winds,
currents, or thermal change are insufficient to trigger a failure mode in the ice. In such
a case, the loading mechanism is the limiting factor, and the maximum load is a func-
tion of the external variables. The potential loading mechanism for ice interaction with
dams and their potential limitation was discussed in Section 2.4. The third process,
limiting energy or momentum, occurs when the kinetic energy of the ice limits the ice
action. This mechanisms is similar to the limiting force, but here the kinetic energy at
impact is insufficient to fail the ice. In such a case, the energy required to de-accelerate
the ice sheet is the upper limit of the ice load.

Another common categorization of ice loads is either static or dynamic. This distinction
is similar to the division between limiting force and limiting energy. Here, the loading
rate is the divider rather than the load-causing mechanism. Static ice loads on a dam
occur when the structure restrains a movement or expansion of a fixed ice sheet, while
dynamic ice loads are caused by the impact from a drifting ice flow. As discussed in
Section 2.4, static ice load at a dam is believed to be caused by three main mechanisms:
restrained thermal expansion, change in the water level, and shear forces from the
water and air flow under and above the ice (Carter et al., 1998; Comfort et al., 2003).

The overall limiting ice load is thus determined in two steps. First, the maximum of
the two load generating mechanisms, limiting force and limiting energy, is identified,
i.e, the maximum of the static and dynamic load. Thereafter, the maximum ice load is
defined as the lowest value of this load of and the ice sheets capacity for the relevant
failure modes (ISO-19906, 2010). This procedure is complicated in that different load
generating mechanisms can be limited by different failure modes.

Comfort (2021) performed a review of limiting mechanisms for ice load on dams.
These mechanisms where investigated with empirical, deterministic, combined probabilistic-
deterministic and fully-probabilistic analyses to find potential limiting mechanism. The
result indicates that none of the physical limiting mechanisms provides a maximum
physical magnitude of the ice load that is lower than the magnitude in the current
guidelines.

2.7.4. Factors that influence the maximum ice load

As discussed above, the ice load on dams is an interaction between the dam and the
ice. Thus, the maximum load from the ice subject on a dam is a function of several
factors:

• The characteristics of the ice cover

• Properties of the ice

• Properties of the dam

• Properties of the three interactions: bank–ice, dam–ice and dam–rock.

• Characteristics of the external loads
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Figure 2.21: The factors that influence ice-structure interaction acording to ISO-19906 (2010),
adopted to the dam–ice system. Overlined text presents features not applicable to
dams, italic text features probably not applicable for dams and underlined text
added features not present in ISO-19906 (2010).

ISO-19906 (2010) summarize the factors to consider when determining the maximum
ice load on arctic structures. As discussed in Section 2.2.2, there is a difference between
ice loads on wide structures such as dams and ice loads on narrow arctic structures
such as oil platforms. Therefore, the summary in ISO-19906 (2010) has been adopted
to the dam–ice system in Figure 2.21 and coded to show which factors that are also
applicable to dams. The figure includes more than 30 factors and thus highlights
the complexity involved in determining the maximum ice load. Furthermore, many
of the factors are interdependent, varies during the winter and may have different
contributions to the maximum load for different limiting mechanisms. For example,
steep reservoir banks create maximum restraint for thermal expansion but may allow
the ice to move vertically when the water level changes. Thus, increasing the maximum
potential thermal ice load while simultaneously decreases the risk of an ice load caused
by water level variation.

The amount of research performed on ice loads on arctic structures vastly outnum-
bers the research on ice loads on dams. For that reason, the factors suggested in the
literature to influence the ice load on dams is not as detailed as for ice loads on arctic
structures. The factors proposed to influence the maximum magnitude of the ice load
on a dam during a winter are:
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• Ice

– Ice thickness (Bomeng, 1986; Carter et al., 1998)

– Ice type (Kharik et al., 2018)

– Crack pattern (Comfort et al., 2003)

• Dam

– The dams structural properties (Comfort, 1997; Huang et al., 2017)

• Dam–ice interaction

– Area of ice-structure interaction (Morse et al., 2011; Taras et al., 2011)

• Ice–bank interaction

– Slope of banks (Ko et al., 1994)

– Reservoir length-width ratio (Comfort et al., 2000)

• External conditions

– Air temperature (Carter et al., 1998; Fransson, 1988; Ko et al., 1994)

– Snow thickness (Stander, 2006)

– Water level amplitude (Comfort et al., 2003)

– Water speed (USACE, 2006)

Few reported studies have investigated these relationships systematically by including
data from several sources. Therefore, the influence of most of the mentioned factors
is not established and quantified.

2.7.5. Ice loads models for winter maximum

Ice loads models for winter maxima can be categorized to two types: models that
specify theoretical maximums, and models that define design values. Models that
specify a maximum values are commonly derived from a theoretical limit state of one
or several of the ice’s failure mechanisms. Such model specifies the maximum ice load
that can occur based on the conditions during a winter. The models that define design
loads instead provide a magnitudes that achieves a satisfactory level of safety for the
dam. Therefore, such models do not necessarily accurately predict the variation in ice
load from winter to winter. Instead, the models provide input on the difference in ice
loads to consider between dams based on the local conditions. These two types are
distinguished by their denotation, LLm and LLd, for theoretical maximum and design,
respectively.
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Table 2.2: Design ice load from air temperature and reservoir shoreline characteristics, after Ko
et al. (1994).

Winter air temperature

Shorleine
characteristics

Mild
0 to -20 °C

Average
-20 to -30 °C

Servere
-30 °C or lower

Flat
(<20°) 60 80 100

Moderatly steep
(20° to 40°) 75 90 120

Steep
(40°) 90 120 150

In the first model, proposed by Fransson (1988), the design ice load in kN/m is

LLd = 2(−T0)1.5, (2.35)

where T0, the minimum weekly average air temperature during a period of ten years.
Alternatively,

T0 = Tm.d + 5 (2.36)

when such data are not available. Here, Tm.d is the minimum daily temperature during
a winter.

In the second model, proposed by Ko et al. (1994), the design ice loads in kN/m are
determined based on the winter air temperature and reservoir shoreline characteristics
according to the classifications shown in Table 2.2. Ko et al. (1994) defines the winter
air temperature as the January 1 % temperature, i.e., the 1st percentile of the hourly
mean temperature in January.

In the third and fourth models, Carter et al. (1998) proses a model based on the limit
buckling resistance of a ice sheet. The model can either use ice thickness, hi as input
data,

LLm = 253h1.5i (2.37)

or the accumulated freeze degree days (AFDD),

LLm = 0.72(AFDD)0.75. (2.38)

In the fifth model, Bomeng (1986) propose that the design value of the ice load on a
dam can be set to
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LLd = 13Kchmthig (2.39)

where g is the is the gravitational acceleration, K = 3.5 − 5.0 is a factor to account
for compositive effects and mt and ch are factors related to the ice thickness. If the ice
thickness is less than 0.5 m, mt = 0.5, and if it is larger, mt = 1.82 . The coefficient ch
is 0.391, 0.311, 0.274, 0.252 and 0.237 for the ice thickness 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2
m, respectively.

In the sixth model, Beaulieu (2011) suggests that the design value of the ice load is
calculated as

LLd = qiIiCeCtCbCnCv (2.40)

where qi is the design ice pressure, Ii is a coefficient for the safety category of the dam,
Cn is a snow coefficient, Cv is a coefficient that considers the exposure to wind, Cb is
a coefficient that considers the slope of the banks, and Ce considers the water level
variation in the reservoir.

Ce =
1.5

h0.1e
≥ 1.0. (2.41)

Here, he is the water level variation. The last coefficient, Ct, considers the accumulated
freeze degree days (AFDD).

Ct =
AFDD
4902

≥ 1.0. (2.42)

In the seventh model, Lupien et al. (2013) propose that the maximum ice load is the
least of the mechanical load in the ice sheet from external loads LLmech, the ice sheet’s
buckling capacity, LLinst, and the ice sheets flexural capacity, LLflex:

LLm = min (LLmech, LLinst, LLflex) . (2.43)

The mechanical load is calculated as

LLmech = 1.15fLσ
2/3
f h

3/2
i + α∆tmhiEEF, (2.44)

where α is the expansion coefficient, EEF GPa is the effective elastic modulus, fl = 2 is
a coefficient that includes the influence of the total length of the reservoir σf is the max
stress from water level change and ∆tm is the temperature difference in the middle of
the ice cross-section.
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The ice sheet buckling capacity is calculated as

LLinst = 1.15σfhi

(
1−

∣∣∣∣he

hi

∣∣∣∣) , (2.45)

and the ice sheet flexural capacity is calculated as

LLflex = 0.8σfh. (2.46)

The eighth model was proposed by Bergdahl (1978), where the buckling load of the
ice sheet is suggested as the maximum possible ice load. This load is calculated as

LLm = 2

√
ρwgEh3i
12(1− υ)

(2.47)

where ρw i the density of water, E and υ is the ice’s elastic modulus and Possion’s ratio,
respectively. Furthermore, according to Billfalk (1979), Bergdahl proposed that the
maximum force on a spillway gate can be calculated as

LLm =
σthi

18
tanφ+ β (2.48)

where σt is the flexural strength of ice, φ the friction angle between the steel and ice
and β the slope of the gate in contact with the ice.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

The methodology used to address and answer the research questions consists of three
two activities: literature studies, data collection and analysis. Data collected from
case studies and fieldwork form the base for the performed analysis. The used data–
collection methods are presented in Chapter 4 and the studied dams and fieldwork
are presented in Chapter 5. This chapter motivates, outlines and briefly summarises
the chronology of the research questions, the methods of analysis, and the choice of
individual study directions. Table 3.1 show which research questions that each paper
addresses, and Table 3.2 show which methods of analysis that were applied in each
paper. Most of these methods are presented in Chapter 2, and the methodological
details are presented in the respective paper.

The methods of analysis can be divided into three categories: modelling, evaluation
and signal processing. Modelling in this thesis includes methods for describing, under-
standing, and predicting the response of dams and ice. Two types of models were used
in the appended papers: theory-based simulations with the finite element method and
data-based models. Evaluation includes methods for evaluating the performance of
models, the accuracy of predictions and categorisation, and statistical inference. Signal
processing is analysing, manipulating and transforming signals such as measurements
using mathematical methods. All appended papers except Paper V involves analyses
of time-series signals from measurements or simulations. In these papers, two main
signal processing techniques were deployed: resampling and event identification.

Table 3.1: Overview of which research questions the various papers primarily addressed.

Paper

I II III IV V VI

RQ 1 X X X
RQ 2 X X X X
RQ 3 X X X X X
RQ 4 X X X X
RQ 5 X X X X X X
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Table 3.2: The models and analysis methods used in the different papers

Paper

I II III IV V VI

M
od

el
s

FEM
Static X X
Transient X X

Data-based

Linear regression X X X
HST∗ X X
HTT† X X
NN ‡ X

Ev
al

ua
ti

on Performance Prediction X X
Categorization X

Statistical Correlation X X
inference Effect estimates X X X

Signal Resampling X X X X X
processing Event identification X X X
∗ Hydrostatic Seasonal Time
† Hydrostatic Thermal Time
‡ Neural Networks

This doctoral project was carried out as a part of the structural engineering program
of the "Swedish Hydropower Centre - SVC". The research focus of the structural engi-
neering program is simulation aided assessment of ageing of concrete structures with
a previous emphasis on damage, ageing and durability of concrete dams (Eriksson,
2021; Gasch, 2019; Malm, 2009).

The doctoral project started with a broad approach to analyses of concrete dams. This
scope was then narrowed to focus on ice loads during the project. In 2017, our research
group at KTH hosted a benchmark workshop where the participants were asked to pre-
dict temperature-induced cracks in a concrete dam. The results from the benchmark
showed that different assumptions during the analysis of the temperature-dependent
behaviour of concrete dams resulted in a significantly different result. Without compar-
isons with measurements of the actual dam’s behaviour, it was difficult to conclude on
a preferable assumption. Hence, continued learning and development of simulation
methods for concrete dams would benefit from the ability to compare the models’
predictions with measurements. Meanwhile, the appearance of temperature-induced
cracks in several Swedish dams had caused the Swedish hydropower industry, which
has traditionally chosen not to include monitoring of concrete dams as an integral
part of their dam safety activities, to increase the extent of concrete dam monitoring.

Based on the above-mentioned reason, we identified a need for a better understanding
of the structural behaviour of concrete dams during normal operation. This need
was concretised as RQ 1. To answer that question, I conducted a literature review
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on monitoring of concrete dams. This review briefly included sensor types but had
a primary focus on methods for predicting a dam’s behaviour as a function of the
external conditions, also called dam behaviour analysis. The literature showed that
different types of data-based methods from statistical learning often were used in this
type of analysis. Based on these results, we conducted a pre-study where the most
common models data-based models were applied to three types of dams (Hellgren
et al., 2019c).

In the literature study, we identified a gap of studies that tested these methods perfor-
mance in detecting damage in dams. The knowledge gained in the earlier projects on
how to simulate damage in dams made this a suitable topic for further investigation.
This study resulted in Paper I where the behaviour of the same dam was simulated
multiple times with different time-history of damage. The aim of this study was to test
how well commonly used data-based models detects damage in concrete dams. HST,
HTT and NN were chosen as these are the three most frequently used models in the
scientific literature (Salazar et al., 2017).

During analysis of concrete dams in cold climates, the magnitude of the ice loads
was a reoccurring uncertainty. As mentioned in the introduction, the current design
guidelines for ice loads have an empirical validity rather than knowledge-based. The
ice loads have a theoretically significant impact on the dam’s normal behaviour. There-
fore, when models are used in the monitoring of concrete dams, the ice load must
be estimated continuously. This estimation requires knowledge about the ice loads’
variation during one winter.

Before I started at KTH, two feasibility studies had been carried out on ice load on
dams (Johansson et al., 2013, 2014). These two studies resulted in a major ice load
project intending to develop a new ice load sensor and create a roadmap for updating
the current guidelines (Malm et al., 2017). I was provided with the opportunity to
assist that project by helping with the installation of the load panel, data collection
and subsequent analysis. The development of the panel and the measurements from
the first three winters are presented in Paper II. The measurements performed in this
project provide insight into how the ice load varies during a winter (RQ 2).

To further study the variation in ice load during a winter, models from the literature
were evaluated on their ability to predict the ice load measured with the ice load
(Hellgren et al., 2019d). This study was the final study of the licentiate part of the
project and was appended to the licentiate thesis. After the completion of the licentiate
thesis, there was an opportunity to either focus on models for monitoring concrete
dams or on ice loads. As the uncertainty about the magnitude and variation of the ice
load remained, the choice fell on further studies on ice loads.

In this second stage of the doctoral project, the first study was to update the mea-
surement design based on knowledge learnt during the first stage. For this study, a
collaboration between KTH and SINTEF Narvik made facilitated simultaneous mea-
surements of ice loads with traditional sensors and the load panel from Paper II. These
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simultaneous measurements made it possible to both study the transient and spatial
variation of the ice loads (RQ 2) and compare different methods for estimating the
global ice loads (RQ 3). Ice load events were defined in Section 2.6.1 as a rise in load
from an initial low level to a peak load, followed by a rapid decrease. In Paper III, such
events were identified in the measured signals of ice load, temperature and water level
to study how a sudden change in one of the external conditions affects the recorded
ice loads. The updated design and the results from two winters of measurements are
presented in Paper III.

To address RQs 4 and 5 more generally, two studies were performed that correlate the
external conditions and the magnitude of the ice load: one systematic literature review
with meta-analysis and one parametric study with numerical simulations. Studies of
ice loads on concrete dams presented in the literature contain several hypotheses,
theories and models of factors that affect the magnitude of ice loads. Each factor
is often only considered in a few studies, and there is no systematic test of these
hypotheses. To address these issues, the study presented in Paper IV was a systematic
literature review of the results from ice load measurements. With help from a literature
search expert from the KTH library, a systematic search strategy to find reported ice
load measurement was developed. From the found studies, the maximum magnitude
of the recorded ice load and related meta-data was collected. The collected data was
used to test hypotheses from the literature. Various proposed explanatory models were
transformed into a testable relationship.

Both the hypotheses, the search strategy and the exact analysis method, were published
before the search began to create transparency. An original additional goal with this
study was to also test existing models that predict the maximum ice load during winter
and perform data exploration. However, the results from the literature review were
more extensive than expected. Therefore such an analysis was excluded to limit the
scope of the paper.

The parametric study with numerical analyses was intended to study a similar set of
questions as the meta-analysis. Namely, how different factors mechanically affect the
magnitude of the ice load. The use of simulations was chosen since it provides the
only way to easily parametrise and vary the geometry of a dam and reservoir. In this
study that is presented in Paper V, only the elastic material behaviour of concrete
and ice was included. The original idea was to further extend this study later by
including additional loading mechanisms, transient behaviour and considering the
non-linear behaviour of concrete and ice. However, as explained in the following
section, a different direction was chosen for the last study.

Prior to the last study, two further study directions were considered to further develop
the research from one of the previous studies or to back-calculate the ice load from
the dams’ behaviour. Already early in the project, we made several attempts to use the
measurement of the dam structural behaviour to back-calculate the magnitude of ice
loads (Hellgren et al., 2017; Malm et al., 2017). Unfortunately, after the installation of
the load panel, the measurement of the crest displacement on the dam was shown to be
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non-reliable and previous attempts to back-calculate the ice load failed. Furthermore,
the previous attempts showed that the prediction accuracy required for back-analysis
could probably not be achieved with a FEM model. However, at this point, late in the
doctoral project, a couple of aspects coincided that made it feasible to again attempt to
back-calculate the ice load. First, studies 2-4 had increased our knowledge about the
expected variation of the ice load. This knowledge could be applied to develop a back-
calculation approach that does not require a transient model of the dam’s behaviour.
In addition, the first project (Paper I) had taught us to use database-based models
with higher predictive ability than FEM models. Finally, data from six additional dam
monoliths was available to use in the analysis. For these reasons, we selected to focus
the last study on searching for the ice load in the measured structural behaviour of
the dams. These attempts are presented in Paper VI.

In this last of the appended studies, the knowledge learned from the previous studies
were applied and connected. The techniques from Paper I was used to simulate and
model the transient structural behaviour of the dams. The measured ice loads from
Papers II and III was applied to the dam in the simulations to study the expected
response of dams to the ice loads. Furthermore, knowledge about the nature of the ice
loads from Papers II to IV were used to back-calculate the magnitude of the ice load.
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Chapter 4

Methods of data collection

Three types of data collection methods were used to answer the research questions:
dam safety monitoring, measurements of the ice load, and databases. Table 4.1 shows
which type of measurement or observation that was utilized in each of the appended
papers. Measurement data from either ice load measurements or dam monitoring
were used in all papers except Paper V.

Papers I and VI used measurements from dam monitoring performed at five dams
to study the behaviour of concrete dams during normal conditions. The observed
behaviour was compared with predicted behaviour from several models. These two
papers and Papers II and III also uses support measurements from the dam such as
water level and ambient temperatures to study how variation in external factors affect
the dam and the ice. Papers II and III are the two papers that present new data while
the remaining papers compile, summarize, and refine data from other projects.

Table 4.1: The data collection method used in the different papers

Section Paper

I II III IV V VI

Dam
Response sensors 4.1 X X
Support sensors 4.1 X X X X

Ice load
Load panel 4.2 X X X X
Stress cell panel 4.2 X X
Other 4.2 X

Data-bases
SMHI ∗ 4.3 X X
Climate reanalysis data 4.3 X X
ICOLD’s† Dam register 4.3 X

∗ Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute
† International Commission on Large Dams
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4.1. Dam monitoring

The first type of data collection method is measurements from dam monitoring. Con-
tinuous monitoring of the performance, behaviour and condition of structures is an
essential part of condition assessment in a wide variety of engineering applications
such as mechanics, aerospace, mechanical, and civil engineering (Farrar and Worden,
2012).

4.1.1. Categories of dam monitoring

Dam monitoring sensors are categorized as detectors or support instrumentation and
as local or global, depending on whether they capture the dams’ overall (global)
or a local behavior (ICOLD, 2016). The first categorization of sensors used for dam
monitoring is between detector or support instruments (ICOLD, 2016). Which category
each sensor used for dam monitoring belongs to is determined by the purpose of the
sensor.

Detectors has the purpose of detecting an ongoing initiation of a potential failure
mode. Different types of sensors can be detectors for different potential modes of
failure. Examples of detectors are sensors that measure parameters such as pore
pressure, displacements in rock or concrete (pendulums, extensometers, crack
meters). Sensors defined as detectors are typically connected to a real-time alarm
so that an action can be taken if these sensors measure values exceeding the
allowed limit.

Support instrumentation monitor long-term changes or surrounding factors that are
an important input for the evaluation of the dam. Examples of such parameters
are temperature, relative humidity, deformations, and movements (e.g., elonga-
tion, crack opening, or displacement) in low-risk parts of the dam. These sensors
are typically not linked to a real-time alarm.

This division ensures that only the most important parameters are defined with a
real-time alarm. Depending on the type of dam and its use and location on a dam, the
same type of sensor can be either a detector or a support instrument.

The second categorization of sensors used for dam monitoring is between global
and local sensors (ICOLD, 2016). A sensor measures the behaviour of a dam at one
point, along a line, or in an area. Hence, this measurement either quantifies the local
behaviour of the dam at the location of the sensor or the global behaviour of the dam
(ICOLD, 2016).

Local sensors measure locally and quantify the behaviour of the dam at one point or,
more accurately, the relative behaviour between two adjacent points. Examples
of local sensors are strain gauges, leakage, and crack meters.
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Global sensors measure the integrated behaviour across all or parts of the dam. An
example of such a sensor is a hanging pendulum that measures the movement
of the dam crest.

Local sensors are a powerful tool for monitoring the propagation of specific local con-
ditions such as crack opening. However, a significant difficulty in using measurement
data from a local sensor in the decision-making is to interpret the results from local
points as a global failure mode. Compared with global behaviour, it is not always intu-
itively obvious how and in what direction a local behaviour such as stresses, strains,
and local deformations should vary when the external conditions change. Therefore,
the full interpretation of these measurements both requires and provides a greater
understanding of the structural behaviour of the dam. Furthermore, variations in lo-
cal behaviours are smaller and can vary more discretely than the global response of
the structure. Therefore, it can be challenging to achieve a good enough resolution
of the measurements to distinguish deviations in dam behaviour from "noise" in the
measurement signal.

Global sensors can be used to overcome the issues with local sensors discussed above.
A global sensor measures the integrated behaviour of a larger part of the structure.
Therefore, it is easier to detect deviations in the response of the dam. The disadvantage
with global senors is that damage propagation may already be quite severe once you
detect any deviations. It may also be difficult to assess the cause and location of the
damage based on the global instruments.

4.1.2. Examples of monitoring of concrete dams

Examples of different types of sensors that are used to monitor concrete dams contin-
uously are:

• Global sensors

– Hanging pendulum

– Inverted pendulum

– Tilt Sensor

– Total Station

– Radar

• Local sensors

– Strain gauges

– Fiber optic sensors

– Relative movements

– Crackmeters
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Figure 4.1: Examples of sensors used to monitor concrete dams behavior: (a) Hanging pendu-
lum,(b) Inverted pendulum, (c) Tilt sensor, (d) Total station, (e) Radar, (f) Strain
gauges, (g) Relative movements, (h) Crackmeters; and secondary measurements, (i)
Outside air temperature, (j) Inside air temperature, (k) Water temperatures, (l) Con-
crete temperature, (m) Water level, (n) Pore pressure and (o) Leakage/Seepage.

All the above-listed sensors can be either detectors or support instrumentation, al-
though some are more suitable for real-time monitoring than others. In addition,
common types of secondary monitoring are; water level, temperature (air, water, con-
crete), discharge (spillways, turbines). Figure 4.1 shows an illustration of the sensors.
A more thorough description of each sensor type is given by e.g. Hellgren et al. (2019c),
ICOLD (2016), and Malm et al. (2019).
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4.2. Ice load measurements

In the previous section, dam monitoring was discussed with respect to concrete dams
and the dams. This section turns to the second type of measurement in this thesis, ice
load measurements. Paper IV presents a systematic review of ice load measurements.
Therefore, an additional extensive review of the literature is not presented here. The
review in Paper IV is quantitative with a focus on the magnitude of measured load.
For more qualitative reviews and summaries of ice load measurements on dams, the
reader is referred to Comfort et al. (2003), Comfort (2021), Ekström (2002), Gebre
et al. (2013), and Sæther (2012).

4.2.1. Categories of ice load measurements

Four categories of methods and procedures exist for measurement and estimation of
the ice-structure interaction for fixed structures (Bjerkås, 2007). The first category is
internal ice stress sensors that record the stress or strain in the ice sheet. Sensors in this
category are often small, and measurements at several depths are required to estimate
the resultant force over the cross-section of the ice sheet. The second category is
interfacial sensors, placed at the interface between the ice and the structure. This type
of sensor can be either local or global, depending on the size of the sensor compared
to the structure-ice contact area. The third category is structural response monitoring
and hindcast calculations. The category includes two approaches where the size of
the ice load is back-calculated from the structure’s response. In the first approach,
the structural behaviour is monitored, and an observed change in that behaviour is
correlated to a magnitude of ice load. For instance, this method can be applied to
measurements of the variation in crest displacement of a concrete dam related to
the ice pressure required to displace the crest with the same amount. In the second
approach, a hindcast calculation is performed after an occurrence of structural damage.
The ice load is calculated as the pressure from the ice needed to cause such damage.

The fourth category is Newton’s second law observations, used to determine the forces
needed to deaccelerate a drifting ice sheet. This method is applicable for structures
impacted by a drifting ice sheet or floe.

The three categories internal stress measurement, interfacial, and structural response
monitoring correspond to observe different parts of the dam-ice system presented in
Chapter 2. The three methods facilitate observations of the response in different parts
of the system to estimate the ice load. The three parts form a system and are inter-
connected. The ice stresses are related to the dam’s response and vice versa. However,
interpreting the response of one part of the system from the response observed in
another part of the system introduces error sources and increase uncertainty.
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Figure 4.2: Example of sensors that are used to measure ice loads on concrete dams.

4.2.2. Examples of ice load sensors for ice load on concrete dams

This section presents examples of sensors used for measurements of ice loads on
concrete dams.

Local sensors

Local stress sensors are the most commonly used method to measure the ice load on
dams. However, it is not possible to directly measure the stresses of any material, so
stresses must be interpreted from strains. In ice, these strains are measured either
directly or interpreted from measured strains of an elastic sensor embedded in the ice
(Cox and Johnson, 1983). Sensors embedded in the ice are either cylindrical gauges
with a stiffness greater than the ice or thin and wide sensors with an effective stiffness
similar to or lesser than the ice. For measurements of ice stresses in reservoirs to
dams, three types of embedded sensors have predominantly been used, biaxial gauges
(Bisanswa, 2011; Côté et al., 2012; Morse et al., 2011), BP discs (Bisanswa, 2011;
Comfort, 1996; Côté et al., 2012; Gong et al., 1999; Monfore, 1954; Taras et al., 2011;
Timco et al., 1996), and stress cells (Bisanswa, 2011; Côté et al., 2012; Hoseth and
Fransson, 1999; Petrich et al., 2015).

The biaxial ice-stress gauges consist of a stiff cylinder made of steel. he cylinder varies
typically between 100 - 300 mm in length and has a 20 - 50 mm diameter. BP-gauges
and stress cell are sensors of the thin and wide type. Such sensor consist of thin pads
filled with a liquid connected to a pressure probe. The BP-gauges consists of discs
with a diameter of 75 mm and the most commonly used stress cell of rectangular
plates with the width and height 100x200 mm2. The liquid pressure after the pad is
embedded in the ice sheet is assumed to correspond to the ice pressure perpendicular
to the sensor surface, neglecting eventual shear forces.
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One disadvantage of this type of measurement is that the sensors must be installed in
the ice after the ice is formed. It is, therefore, inevitable that the ice sheet is disturbed
during installation. Other aspects such as stress distributions around the embedded
sensor and thermal expansion may influence the accuracy of the in-situ pressure mea-
surements (Cox and Johnson, 1983; Malm et al., 2015; Morse et al., 2011).

In addition to in-situ stress gauges, Morse et al. (2011) and Prat et al. (2012) calcu-
lated the ice strains from ice deformations rates measured with a total station and
image analyses to determine the ice stresses. Recently, an optical fibre ice stress sen-
sors was presented, but to this date, no field measurements with such sensors have
been reported (Deng et al., 2020).

Interfacial methods

For measurements of ice pressure on concrete dams, the interfacial method has mainly
been applied using stress cell panels (Beaulieu, 2011; Bisanswa, 2011; Carter et al.,
1998; Côté et al., 2012; Petrich et al., 2020; Sintef, 2018; Taras et al., 2011). Stress
cell panels are often referred to as Carter panels. The Carter panel consists of four
stress cells sensors, mounted on a 0.4 m wide, 1 m high and 10 mm thick stainless
steel plate to form a load panel (Carter et al., 1998; Morse et al., 2011). Petrich et al.
(2015) used stress cell panels with a design equivalent to the Carter panels, but the
cells were attached to a steel frame with steel straps instead of to a plate.

An early version of stress cell panels was used by Monfore (1954). They placed three
electrical or indentor gauges on a 0.6x0.3 m2 mortar plate. These mortar panels were
installed on the dam wall after ice formation and left until after the ice had melted.
Indenter gauges are a special type of sensor that can only register the maximum
pressure.

Another interfacial method is load panels attached to the structure. Load panels usually
consists of two rigid steel plates placed on each side of a material with a known
stiffness (Bjerkås, 2006). The ice pressure applied at the load panel is then determined
from the displacement of the material. A subgroup to load panels is the hinged beams,
where the panel consists of a load cell at the top and a hinge at the bottom.

Structural response monitoring and hindcast calculations

Dam monitoring that was discused in Section 4.1, is a relatively common dam safety
activity. Despite this, only in a few reported cases have the ice load been estimated
from such measurements. The first reported measurements of ices loads on hydraulic
structures were performed using this approach. Hill (1935) calculated the ice loads
based on strains measured in a steel gate and a steel beam at Hastings lock. However,
these measurements lasted only for a few days in January.

As a complement to traditional in-situ measurements, Comfort et al. (2003) derived
ice loads from a tilt sensor attached to a spillway pier by separating the tilt caused
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by temperature changes from those induced by the ice load. The tilt induced by ice
load was re-calculated to ice loads based on a tilt-load relationship obtained from a
finite element calculation. The ice loads estimated from the back-calculation was 20
% lower than the corresponding ice loads from the in-situ measurements (Comfort
et al., 2003).

Other examples are Zhang et al. (2018, 2019a,b), where ice load were back-calculated
from strain and deformations measurements on a steel gate and Hellgren et al. (2017)
where the ice load was estimated from the seasonal movement of an arch dam, mea-
sured with a reverse pendulum. Hellgren et al. (2017) found ice thickness to be an
explanatory variable for the dams’ seasonal movement but could not quantify the mag-
nitude of the ice load. Except for these cases, no other reported attempts to estimate
the ice load on dams based on back-calculations have been found.

Support measurements

Similar to the dam measurements, extensive support measurements are often per-
formed in connection with ice load measurements. These measurements enable stud-
ies of ice load causing mechanisms and the relation between ice loads and external
factors. Much relevant information such as water level, air temperature, wind speeds,
humidity and solar radiation can often be obtained from the dam monitoring program
or meteorological databases. In addition to these factors, it is common to measure the
ice thickness (Carter et al., 1998; Comfort et al., 2003; Côté et al., 2016; Hellgren
et al., 2022; Hoseth and Fransson, 1999; Petrich et al., 2015; Taras et al., 2011) and
the snow cover on the ice (Carter et al., 1998; Comfort et al., 2003; Côté et al., 2016;
Hellgren et al., 2022; Hoseth and Fransson, 1999; Petrich et al., 2015; Taras et al.,
2011). Most of the in-situ ice stress sensors must be temperature compensated, which
means that they also measure the temperature of the ice. Therefore, ice temperatures
are common secondary information (Carter et al., 1998; Comfort et al., 2003; Côté
et al., 2016; Hellgren et al., 2022; Petrich et al., 2015; Taras et al., 2011). Several
studies have investigated the occurrence, propagation and properties of cracks in the
ice sheet (Comfort et al., 2003), the ice type (Comfort et al., 2003; Hellgren et al.,
2022; Hoseth and Fransson, 1999), and the strength of the ice (Comfort et al., 2003;
Starosolsky, 1983).

4.3. Data-bases

The third type of data used in the thesis is records from open data bases. More
specifically: meteorological databases and ICOLD’s world register of dams.
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4.3.1. Meteorological

Data from two metrological databases were used in the project, observations from
weather stations from the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI)
and climate reanalysis data. SMHI provides a climate database with all data and prod-
ucts from SMHI’s public grant-financed operations. This data included prognoses and
analysis and meteorological observations stations that observe temperature, precipi-
tation, wind, air pressure, lightning, solar radiation and ozone. Data from SMHI was
used in two of the appended papers: Papers I and II.

In Paper I, the variation in ambient temperatures during the period 1995-2019 was
used as input to simulate the behaviour of a concrete dam monolith at Bålforsen dam.
The dam monitoring sensors at Bålforsen were installed in 2012. Therefore, for 1995-
2012, hourly recordings of air temperature data from SMHI taken at a weather station
located approximately 20 km from the dam were used. The Bålforsen dam is presented
in Section 5.1.2. Paper I presents the development and installation of a prototype ice
load panel and measurements of ice loads from February 2016 to February 2018 at the
Rätan hydropower dam. In this paper, daily recordings of precipitation and snowfall
from SMHI’ weather stations Rätan-Handsjön was included in the presentation. The
Rätan dam is presented in Section 5.1.1 and more information about the installa-
tion of the load panel and subsequent measurements are presented in Section 5.2.1
and Papers II and III.

Climate reanalyses data is observations from several sources combined to a grid of
consistent time series of climate variables. In Paper IV, a systematic literature search
was performed for ice load measurements on concrete dams. The maximum recorded
ice load from the found studies was tested for correlation with external variables such
as the maximum ice thickness, accumulated snowfall, minimum temperature, accumu-
lated freeze degree days (AFDD) and maximum increase in temperature during a day.
For that analysis, climate reanalysis data from Okiolab (2021) was used. Okiolab uses
the ERA5 reanalysis dataset from ECMWF for historical weather data as the primary
data source (Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S), 2017). For the coordinates
from all dams where ice load measurements had been performed, air temperature
two meters above the ground and snowfall in mm of snow-water equivalent (SWE)
with one-hour resolution were downloaded and used in the analysis. The reanalysis
data was chosen over metrological data from each paper for two reasons: to facilitate
aggregation and analysis; and to ensure that the data being compared was equivalent
between dams. Not all included papers present measured air temperature and snow-
fall at the dam, and for the paper where this information is presented, the length and
resolution of the presented data vary greatly. Therefore, using a single source in the
analysis ensured that the comparison was made between equivalent data. In addition,
using a single data source where the data was available electronic (in contrast to
extracting data from plots in the papers) significantly reduced the effort required to
perform calculations of AFDD, minimum temperature, maximum temperature increase
and cumulative snowfall for all dams.
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4.3.2. ICOLDs dam register

ICOLD’s World Register of Dams (ICOLD, 2020), was created in 1958 and is updated
periodically (Le Delliou, 2018). The register is the largest available data basis of dams
in the world. The latest update of the register occurred in April 2020, and the present
edition of includes 58 713 dams (ICOLD, 2021). Each dam entry contains more than
40 data entries with information such as location, dams, spillways, reservoir, and
environmental data (Le Delliou, 2018).

In Paper IV, the maximum ice load found in the literature was also tested for corre-
lation with the dam height from the different dams. The dam height was primarily
extracted from each study, and only if this information was not presented, the height
according to ICOLD’s dam register was used. This prioritization is opposite to the
priority used for the climate data as presented in the previous subsection. This differ-
ence in choice is motivated by the variation in dam height along a dam. In ICOLD’s
register, the maximum dam height is presented. However, the ice load measurements
are not necessarily taken at the highest part of the dam. In Paper IV, 127 recordings
of maximum recorded ice loads where found. Of these recordings, data of the dam
height from the dam register was used for 73 recordings, from the research paper for
33 recordings, while the dam height was neither found in the paper or the register for
17 recordings. This division highlights the statement in the introduction about the ice
and the dam often being studied separately.
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Studied dams and fieldwork

The majority of the conducted research is based on case studies using observations
from dams and fieldwork. This chapter presents the studied dams together with addi-
tional information and observations from the fieldwork. Table 5.1 presents an overview
of where the different fieldwork and cases studies are included.

Table 5.1: Summary of case studies and field work presented in the different papers

Paper

I II III IV V VI

Dam
Bålforsen X X
Rätan X X X X X
Storfinnforsen X
Ramsele X
Krokströmmen X

Fieldwork
Load panel X X X
Ice thickness X X
Dummy panel X X
Stress cell panels X X

5.1. Studied dams

In the research presented in the six appended papers, measurements from five Swedish
dams were used: Rätan, Bålforsen, Storfinnforsen, Ramsele, and Krokströmen. Of
these five dams, Rätan and Bålforsen have a more prominent role in the thesis than
the other, as they appear in several papers. The included dams, except for Rätan,
were selected based on availability rather than any independent scientific criterion.
This selection method has led to a predominance of Swedish dams and dams with
extensive dam monitoring from a Swedish perspective. There are probably aspects that
are unique to the operation of Swedish dams and thus, introduces bias to the research.
Two such biases are the over-representation of buttress dams compared to that in
the global population of large dams and that all dams are insulated to reduce the
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seasonal temperature variations. Furthermore, the exclusive inclusion of dams with
extensive monitoring leads to an over-representation of dams in high consequence
classes with already existing cracks. Furthermore, as stated in Paper VI, the limited
seasonal variations facilitate the isolation of the effect from the ice load on the dam.

5.1.1. Rätan

Rätan dam is located in the Jämtland region of Sweden along the river Ljungan,
where the design ice load is 200 kN/m. Figure 5.2 shows the section of the 31.5
m high concrete buttress monolith number 24, where the load panel presented in
Paper II and section 5.2.1 is mounted. Monolith 24 at Rätan dam has a key role in the
thesis. This monolith is used for the ice load measurements in Papers II and III, for the
simulation of the effect of variation in external factors in Paper V and for estimating
the global ice load in Paper VI. The background and motivation for selecting Rätan
dam for ice load measurements are outlined in Paper II. After selecting Rätan for ice
load measurements, it was a natural choice also to use the dam in the simulations in
Paper V.

The instrumentation for dam-safety monitoring at the monolith consists of pendulum
measurement of crest displacements, strain gauges on the front plates and buttress as
well as extensometers between the rock and concrete. Data for several external factors
are also monitored, such as outdoor air temperature, temperature in the enclosed
volume of the dam due to the insulation wall, the water temperature at three depths,
water level, and discharge through turbines and floodgates.

5.1.2. Bålforsen

Bålforsen hydropower dam is a 20.5 m high concrete buttress dam built in 1958
located in the Västerbotten region of Sweden along the river Umeälven, where the

(a) Downstream view. (b) Side view.

Figure 5.1: Photos of Rätan dam.
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Load panel

Insulation wall

Front plate Buttress wall

Figure 5.2: Section of the monolith where the panel is attached.

design ice load is 200 kN/m. Measurements from Monolith 18 at Bålforsen dam were
used to evaluate data-based models in Paper I and for estimation of global ice loads in
Paper VI. The choice of this monolith as the study object for Paper I was a pragmatic
decision. This is the dam, for which we could get access to data, with the longest
measurement series. Figure 5.3a shows the dimension of Monolith 18, the prominent
cracks in the monolith, and the position of dam monitoring sensors. The monitoring
sensors were installed on the dam in 2012 and include: crack width measurements,
hanging pendulum, extensometers, and temperature gauges.
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(a) Section of the monolith where the panel is attached.

(b) Downstream view. (c) Side view.

Figure 5.3: Photographs of Bålforsen dam provided by Uniper.

5.1.3. Storfinnforsen, Ramsele and Krokströmmen

In Paper VI, measurement data were includes from all concrete dams in cold climates,
that we were provided access to. For this study, we managed to include all dams in
Sweden that, to our knowledge, have an automatic recording of crest displacements. In
addition to data from Rätan and Bålforsen, Paper VI also contains data from Storfinn-
forsen dam, Ramsele dam and Krokströmmen dam. For this paper, inquiries were also
made internationally to dam owners outside of Sweden, but unfortunately, access to
additional data was not given.
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(a) Aerial photograph of Strofinnforsen dam, taken by An-
ders Nyberg.
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(b) Storfinnforsen, Monolith 03
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(c) Storfinnforsen, Monolith 42
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(d) Storfinnforsen, Monolith 43
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(e) Storfinnforsen, Monolith 46

Figure 5.4: Geometry and photos of Storfinnforsen dam.
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Ramsele and Storfinnforsen are two thin concrete flat slab buttress dams built in the
1950s, located 10 km apart in the river Faxälven in Jämtland region of Sweden. These
two dams have recently undergone extensive renovation of all dam parts, including
the earth-fill dam, concrete dams and discharge structures and waterways. The in-
terested reader can find more information about the renovation projets and related
investigations given by for example Alcalá Perales (2016), Hellgren et al. (2021c),
Isander et al. (2013), Malm (2009), Queiroz (2018), and Svensen (2016). For the con-
crete dams, the renovations measures included the installation of an insulation wall on
the downstream surface, stabilisation control with post-tensioned tendons and a new
monitoring program. The concrete dam at Storfinnforsen consist of 81 independent
monoliths, of which four were studied in Paper VI. The four monoliths are, Monolith
03 (Fig. 5.4b), Monolith 42 (Fig. 5.4c), Monolith 43 (Fig. 5.4e), and Monolith 46.
From Ramsele, Monolith 23 was included, and the section of this monolith is shown
in Figure 5.5b.

Krokströmmen hydropower dam is located in the river Ljusnan, 30 km south of the
geographical midpoint of Sweden, in Härjedalen region. The concrete dam is an arch
dam constructed in 1952, consists of 18 monoliths with a maximum height of 45 m.
Figure 5.5 shows the section of Monolith 10. The dam has some notable features that
are not standard for arch dams. The first feature is that one of the dam’s abutments
is a spillway dam with an adjacent earth-fill dam. The second notable feature is the
insulation wall that covers the downstream face. This insulating wall was installed
in 1952 to limit the temperature variations in the dam. The third notable feature is
that the dams were built with reinforced concrete and the horizontal rebars cross the
expansion joints between monoliths. The fourth notable feature is a concrete slab that
was built in 2003 at the downstream toe of the dam to increase the stability in a zone
of weak rock in the foundation.

During 2003-2009, several dam monitoring sensors were installed to monitor the arch
dam and its foundation. The background analysis, installed instrumentation and up-
grading of the concrete dam is presented in Gustafsson et al. (2010) and the behaviour
of the concrete dam during normal operation was analysed in Andersson and Seppälä
(2015). The initial monitoring was focused on issues related to the weak rock and
included several inverted pendulums. In 2016, one of the inverted pendulums was re-
installed as a hanging pendulum on monolith 10 to monitor the structural behaviour
of the dam. Data from this hanging pendulum was used in Paper VI.
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(a) Aerial photograph of Ramsele dam, taken by Anders Nyberg.
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(b) Ramsele, Monolith 23
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(c) Krokströmmen, Monolith 10.

(d) Photograph of Krokströmmen, provided by Fortum.

Figure 5.5: Location, geometry and photos of Ramsele and Krokströmmen dam
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5.2. Fieldwork

All of the fieldwork in this doctoral project are related to ice load measurements at
Rätan dam. This section contains a chronological summary of the performed fieldwork
from which the results are presented in Papers II and III.

5.2.1. Load panel

A major research contribution from this doctoral project is the installation and sub-
sequent measurements with a ice load panel. The panel was developed as a new
interfacial method for dams, see Section 4.2. The design of the panel is based on the
ice load panels at Norströmsgrund lighthouse in the Gulf of Bothnia (Fransson, 2001;
Schwarz and Jochmann, 2001). Paper II presents the background to the project, the de-
velopment and design of the load panel, the selection of the dam, the installation, and
results from the measurements of the ice load from 2016 to 2018. Additional method-
ological information about load calculations and fieldwork are presented together
with the measurement results from 2018-2020 in Paper III. This section presents some
additional information regarding the development of the load panel and observations
from the fieldwork.

Figure 5.6 shows the dimensions of the 1x3 m2 panel and the location of the load cells.
The load panel consists of a rigid steel plate and a lid. The lid is made of homogeneous
steel with a thickness of 16 cm and is placed on three compression-only load cells.
Two load cells (1 and 2) are placed close to the top, and one (3) is placed near
the bottom of the panel. The lid is attached to the steel plate by three screw, which
where pre-stressed so that all three load cells showed 100 kN when the panel was
placed horizontally without external loads. The pre-stressing enables both tensile and
compressive forces from the ice to be measured. The lid is sealed by an O-ring placed
around the bottom plate and a vulcanized rubber cover around the sides of the panel.

The load cells were calibrated and validated in the laboratory before the installation
at the dam. An external load was applied via a hydraulic jack. Four calibrations were
performed with the load placed either at the centre of the panel and over each load cell.
The external load was increased to a maximum value of 800 kN and 700 kN for the
centric and eccentric loads, respectively. Figure 5.7a shows the applied external load
compared to the measured load. The results show that the seal between the backplate
and lid carries some of the applied force but that there is a linear relationship between
the applied load and the measured load with a small hysteresis effect.

The measured load by each load cell is calculated as,

LCn = LCM.n − LCR.n (5.1)

where LCn is the measured external load, LCM.n is the measured total force, LCR.n is
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Figure 5.6: Combined photograph and illustration of the ice load panel with dimension, location
of the load cells and water levels.
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(a) Four tests of the the applied
load versus measured load
from the calibration of the
load panel in the laboratory in
a horizontal position with the
external load placed a) centric,
b) top, c) middle, d) bottom.
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(b) Vertical position of the
force resultant for the cal-
ibration with the load
placed centric on the
panel.
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(c) Horizontal position of the
force resultant for the cal-
ibration with the load
placed centric on the
panel.

Figure 5.7: Results from the calibration of the load panel.

the reference load and n denotes the three loads cells 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The
reference load is used to account for the pre-tension load. Based on the results in the
calibration, a correction factor of 1.25 was used to account for the part of the load
that is carried by the seal. Thus, the ice load measured by the load panel is calculated
as

LL = 1.25

(
LC1 + LC2 + LC3

wp

)
, (5.2)

where LL is the line load in kN/m and wp is the width of the load panel (1 m). From
the three load cells, the horizontal distance from the centreline of the panel to the
centre of the load panel, dy, and the vertical distance between the top and bottom load
cells, dx, the position of the resultant of the ice load is

yLL =
LC3dy

LL
(5.3a)

hLL =
LC1dx − LC2dx

LL
(5.3b)

where yLL and hLL is the vertical and horizontal position of the force resultant, respec-
tively. In Eq. (5.3a), the vertical position is given with the level of the two top-load
cells as zero. Figures 5.7b and 5.7c shows the horizontal and vertical position of the
resultant force for the calibration with the external load placed centric at the load
panel.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.8: Photographs taken during the installation of the panel. First, a hole was cut in the
ice for the panel (a), after that, the panel was lifted in place with a crane (b) and
attached to the dam (c). The panel after the installation was complete (d).
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Figure 5.9: Ice load data with 5 minutes interval and the down-sampled data. YY-MM-DD

As a relaxation of the pre-stress load is expected, different reference values were used
for each winter. The reference load for a winter was chosen so that the measured load
was zero when the reservoir was ice-free. The reference loads used for each winter
are presented in Paper III.
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Paper II presents the installation of the load panel. The installation began on the
morning of 24 February 2016 and can be summerized in four steps:

• Removing ice to make room for the panel, see Figure 5.8a.

• Lifting the panel into the correct place with a crane, see Figure 5.8b.

• Attaching the panel to the dam with two vertical chains, and four bolt fasteners,
see Figure 5.8c.

• Starting the sampling with the load panel in its final position, see Figure 5.8d.

For the ice load panel, the initial sampling rate during the measurements was once
every 5 minutes (0.0033 Hz). However, it was later shown that the variations in ice
load occurs at a significantly slower rate. The other measured parameters such as
temperature, variation in water-level, etc. were sampled with an hourly interval. For
the ice load data to be consistent with the other data, the measured ice load was
downsampled to hourly data using the data for the point closest to every full hour
from the ice load data. In Figure 5.9, the data with 5 minutes interval, and the down-
sampled data are shown. This is the same data, as shown in Figure 9 in Paper II.

5.2.2. Dummy panels

One of the conclusions from Paper II was that the load panel significantly influences the
ice formation locally around the panel. For that reason, the measurement design was
updated before the 2019-2020 winter with the aim to minimize the protruding of the
panel. The new design included two dummy panels with dimensions 240x1750x2750
mm3, placed adjacent to the load panel, see Figure 5.11. The purpose of these dummy
panels is to create a longer undisturbed contact face with the ice near the ice load panel.
The installation and development of the dummy panels are presented in Paper III.

5.2.3. Ice and snow thickness

In order to better study the influence of external factors, snow cover and ice thickness
measurements were initiated starting from winter 2018-2019. These measurements
were performed at three locations: Rätan dam near the load panel, Vittjärv dam in
the river Luleälven in Västerbotten region, and at the regulated lake Stor-Björkvattnet
in Västerbotten region. The measurements were taken by local operating staff. The
instructions specified that measurements should be taken at 0.3 m, 3 m, and 6 m
distances perpendicular to the dam line. During each measurement, the operator was
asked to drill a hole in the ice and measure the ice thickness and make a assessment of
the thickness of the snow ice and black ice. Figure 5.10 shows the three holes after ice
thickness measurements taken approximately five meters to the right of the load panel
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(a) 2019-03-27 (b) 2020-01-09

Figure 5.10: Photographs of the holes drilled for ice thickness measurements at Rätan dam from
2019 and 2020. Photographs taken by Glenn Jönsson. Date format: YYYY-MM-DD

during winters 2018-2019 and 2019-2020. The snow and ice thickness measurements
from Rätan are presented in Paper III. The measurements from the Vittjärv dam and
Stor-Björkvattnet are presented in Appendix A.

5.2.4. Stress cell panels

An important part of this doctoral project was to investigate different methods for
estimating ice loads on concrete dams. The opportunity to borrow stress cells from
SINTEF Narvik before winter 2019-2020 provided a valuable contribution to this aim.
These sensors were used to perform comparative measurements with different sensor
types. The planning, installation and results of the measurements are presented in Pa-
per III. However, some additional clarification of the method and reported observation
regarding the stress cells are provided below. Using the 13 borrowed sensors, the aim
was to maximize the number of cells that were placed at the dam while mimicking
the design used for previous measurements with Carter panels and Stress cell panels,
see e.g. Carter et al. (1998), Côté et al. (2016), and Petrich et al. (2020). Therefore,
12 of the cells were divided into three steel frames to form panels (A, B and C), all of
which were installed on the dam wall, see Figure 5.11. Panel A and B were placed at
the right and left edge of the right dummy panel, respectively. With this configuration,
Panel A can be used to study the distribution in ice load along the dam. Panel B placed
adjacent to the load panel can be used to compare the two methods. Panel C was
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Stress cell
panel C Stress cell

panel B
Stress cell
panel A

Dummy panel

Load panel

Dummy panel

Stress cell D

Figure 5.11: Combined photograph and illustration of the measurement set-up from 2020-01-11.

placed in the middle of the left dummy panel, which has the longest undistributed ice
contact.

The calculation of line loads from the stress cell recordings follows a similar approach
as those for the load panel. The ice pressure is calculated by subtracting the refer-
ence stress from the measured stress. The reference loads used for each winter are
presented in Paper III. From the pressures, the ice load measured by one panel is
calculated from the combined recordings at the four depths. However, this calculation
requires inter and extrapolation and additional information or assumptions regarding
the ice thickness and position of the ice. In Paper III, two methods were used for this
calculation. In the first method, the line load is calculated as the average measured
stress multiplied by the total ice thickness. In the second method, each sensor is as-
signed a representative thickness based on the position of the ice. The line load is
calculated using the associated ice thickness for each sensor. Therefore, this approach
requires the level of the top and bottom of the ice as input. In Paper III, two assump-
tions were used to estimate those levels; that ice is assumed to follow the fluctuation
of the water and that the ice is frozen to the dam wall so that the top level of the ice
sheet is constant. As reported in Paper III, these three ways to calculate the ice load
(mean, fixed, fluctuating) result in ice loads with significantly different magnitudes.
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(a) Panel A, 2020-04-02 (b) Panel B, 2020-04-02 (c) Panel C, 2020-04-30

(d) Panel D, 2020-04-02 (e) Sensor D1, 2020-04-02

Figure 5.12: Photographs from Rätan dam of the broken frames (a-c) and the stress cell in the
ice (d,e). Date format: YYYY-MM-DD

Figures 5.12d and 5.12e shows photographs from when the stress cell embedded
in the ice was removed on April 2, 2020. Figure 5.12d shows that at this time, the
legs of the sawhorse were embedded in the ice sheet as a result of more than 0.2 m
superficial ice growth. The figure also shows a significant crack that runs parallel to
the dam about 10 m out in the reservoir. Figure 5.12e shows the small pocket of water
around the sensor that was embedded in solid ice. During the measurement with the
stress cells, 11 of 13 cells failed, and the three frames were subjected to a downward
vertical tensile force large enough to cause severe plastic deformations of the steel
frames. This is discussed in Paper III, additional photographs of the deformed frames
are shown in Figures 5.12a to 5.12c.

Additional measurements with stress cell panels were planned but was hindered by
the Covid-19 pandemic that occurred during the two last years of this doctoral project.
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(a) 2017-02-17 (b) 2017-02-24

(c) 2017-03-29 (d) 2017-04-13

Figure 5.13: Photographs of the panel and crack pattern during the 2017 winter. Photographs
taken by Glenn Jönsson. Date format: YYYY-MM-DD.

5.2.5. Observation

Photographs taken of the ice load panel 2017-02-17 are presented in Paper II. Fig-
ure 5.13 shows several additional photographs taken during the winter of 2016-
2017.In these photographs, it is possible to observe how the ice and snow around
the panel vary during the 2017 winter.

In early February, Figure 5.13a, the ice is snow-free. That photo is taken after a pe-
riod of ice load peaks around 100 kN/m. A week later, the ice is covered with snow,
Figure 5.13b. The photograph shown in Figure 5.13c is taken during an ongoing ice
load event. On March 29, an ice load peak occurs after a period without daily peaks.
In the photo, it is possible to see several cracks around the panel, which are filled with
freshly frozen ice. The snow that previously covered the ice had melted and formed
snow ice.
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(a) 2016-02-26 (b) 2017-02-17 (c) 2017-03-29

(d) 2019-01-22 (e) 2019-02-20 (f) 2019-04-29

(g) 2020-01-09 (h) 2020-02-27 (i) 2020-04-30

Figure 5.14: Photographs of the load panel taken during the different winters. Photographs taken
by Glenn Jönsson. Date format: YYYY-MM-DD.
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This process has progressed further on April 14 when the photograph that is shown in
Figure 5.13d was taken. Here the cracks are barely visible, and the ice has a porous
appearance. It can be seen in the photographs that the crack in the ice sheet has a
curved shape around the panel and that there is a collection of ice and snow directly
adjacent to the panel. These observations show that the panel disturbs the ice and
that the ice sheet near the panel differs from the other ice along the dam.

Figure 5.14 shows photographs taken from the side of the panel throughout the years.
As seen in the figure, the thickness of the ice and the snow cover on the ice vary
between the years. Nevertheless, between all winters, there is a common crack pattern
with cracks that run parallel to the dam. One crack is located near the dam along the
upstream surface, and the other crack is located a few meters out from the dam, where
the slope of the ice surface changes. During several of the winters, a third crack appers
some additional meters out from the second crack. The position of these two cracks is
consistent with previous observations (Carter et al., 1998; Comfort et al., 2003; Morse
et al., 2011; Stander, 2006). These cracks are believed to be the primary mechanism
that causes ice loads due to variations in water level where the two cracks act as
hinges as the ice sheet between them rotates as the water level varies, see Figure 2.8.
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Chapter 6

Summary of appended papers

This chapter summarizes the work and conclusions from the six appended papers.

6.1. Paper I

• R. Hellgren, R. Malm, and A. Ansell (2020b). “Performance of data-based models
for early detection of damage in concrete dams”. Structure and Infrastructure
Engineering 17 (2). D O I: 10.1080/15732479.2020.1737146

Paper I focuses on the structural behaviour of a dam under normal conditions. The
study combines measurements and simulation of a concrete dam’s transient behaviour
to evaluate models ability to detect damage from the dam monitoring measurements.
The study contains several subsequent analysis steps where each provides insight into
the behaviour of concrete dams under normal conditions. In the first step, simulations
were used to create 10 artificial time series of the crest displacement of a concrete dam.
One time series for a dam without damage and nine for different scenarios of damage.
The nine scenarios were a combination of three different damage time-series and three
different locations of damage. The simulation results show that crest displacement
caused by the variation in ambient temperature has a significantly larger effect than
the damage. Therefore, both in individual time series and when time series are shown
next to each other it is difficult to observe any differences between the damaged and
undamaged cases.

In the second step, three common data-based models were used to predict the dam’s
crest displacements. The three evaluated models are HST, HTT and NN. For predic-
tive ability, NN performs best, although the simpler regression models HST and HTT
provide adequate prediction abilities. The prediction where performed both on the
generated artificial data and the corresponding measurements from the dam. This
comparison shows that for all models, the use of simulation data leads to an over-
estimation of the model’s prediction accuracy compared to the prediction results for
the data from the actual measurements. Nevertheless, evaluation of early damage
detection requires data with a distinct time point for damage initiation. For natural
reasons, data of this type is hard to find from real dams. Therefore, the damage de-
tection was performed on the artificial data. In this step, prediction bands for future
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measurements were created from the data based models prediction. All three models
could detect instantaneous damage but struggle to detect progressive damage. The
NN method shows some capability to detect progressive damage that occurs in large
areas such as the whole buttress.

In the last step, different approaches to determine the threshold for an alert was
tested. The results show that choosing the mathematical optimal thresholds leads
to a large number of false alerts. An alternative approach where three consecutive
values were required to be outside the threshold before an alert is issued increased
the detection capacity compared to the standard approach, where observations are
classified individually. Related to the general research questions of this thesis, this
study shows that data-based models that take water level and temperatures as input
can explain over 90 % of the variation in crest displacement for the concrete dam.

6.2. Paper II

• R. Hellgren, R. Malm, L. Fransson, F. Johansson, E. Nordström, and M. West-
berg Wilde (2020a). “Measurement of ice pressure on a concrete dam with
a prototype ice load panel”. Cold Regions Science and Technology 170. D O I:
10.1016/j.coldregions.2019.102923

Paper II presents the development of a new sensor for measurements of ice loads on
concrete dams. As shown in Chapter 4, ice loads on dams have typically been measured
with local sensors that measure the stresses or pressures at discrete points in the cross-
section of the ice. These stresses must be extrapolated to a load that represents the
whole cross-section. Paper II addresses this issue by presenting a prototype ice load
panel and the subsequent measurements of ice load from 2016 to 2018 at the Rätan
hydropower dam located in Sweden. The panel’s dimensions are large enough so that
the whole ice thickness remains in contact with the panel as the water level varies.
Hence the total load from the ice is measured without interpolation. The panel is
designed to be left on the dam over several winters and thereby measure the ice load
from ice formation to ice breakup.

The panel was installed at the Rätan hydropower dam in February 2016. Rätan dam
was chosen based on features believed to provide high ice loads. The maximum
recorded load was 160 kN/m, 160 kN/m, and 60 kN/m for the winters 2015/2016,
2016/2017, and 2017/2018, respectively. The recorded ice load showed no correlation
with the air temperature. For example, during the period 28-30 March, leading up to
the peak load of 160 kN/m, the air temperature decreased from 3 °C to -1 °C. Instead,
the recorded ice loads and the position of the resultant force were found to follow
a daily pattern related to the power station’s operation. Hence, the main apparent
mechanism causing the peak ice loads during the three winters where variation in the
water level.

The accuracy of the panel was evaluated for a period with no ice. The errors between
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the theoretical hydrostatic load and the measured loads had a mean error of 0.5 kN/m
and a standard deviation of 2.0 kN/m. The overall function of the ice load panel was
deemed successful. However, observations of the ice sheet during the winters show
that the panel disturbs the naturally formed ice sheet. The shape of these cracks are
shown in Figures 5.13 and 5.14 in the previous chapter. This disturbance may affect
the correctness of the measured results. For that reason, some suggestions on further
improvements of the measurement method are given in the paper.

6.3. Paper III

• R. Hellgren, C. Petrich, B. Arntsen, and R. Malm (2022). “Ice load measurements
on Rätan concrete dam using different sensor types”. Cold Regions Science and
Technology 193. D O I: 10.1016/j.coldregions.2021.103425

Paper III builds on the research from Paper II by presenting continuous measurements
with the load panel, additional measurements with traditional ice load sensors, and
improvements of the measurement design. Furthermore, the issue that the panel dis-
turbs the naturally formed ice sheet identified in Paper II is addressed in Paper III.
To minimize the load panel’s protruding from the adjacent surfaces, two 2.75 × 1.75
m2 dummy panels were installed next to the load panel before the winter 2019-2020.
This installation significantly reduced the panel’s local impact, as evident by the crack-
patter of the ice sheet near the load panel. The difference in the crack pattern between
winters can be seen in Figures 5.13 and 5.14. During the 2018-2019 and 2019-2020
winters, the panel measured maximum ice loads of 100 and 200 kN/m, respectively.
The largest magnitudes were recorded during winter 2019-2020. This winter was mild,
with great ice thickness near the dam face (1.18 m) and an almost snow-free ice sheet
throughout the winter.

In Paper II, a visual correlation between peak loads and water level changes was
observed. In this study, the relationship between change in water level and the tem-
perature was studied more systematically. The result from this analysis shows that the
load panel recorded large ice loads for all combinations of increasing or decreasing air
temperature and water level. A change in air temperature, water level, or any combi-
nation of these is not sufficient alone to explain large ice loads at Rätan. Hence, other
additional conditions must be satisfied before a water level or temperature change
results in large ice loads.

Paper III also presents additional measurements performed with traditional ice load
sensors. The traditional sensors were load cells placed on a steel frame to form a stress
cells panel. Three stress cell panels were installed in February 2020 on the dummy
panels’ upstream face together with a single stress cell placed six meters out in the
reservoir in front of the load panel. In general, the recordings from the stress cells
are difficult to interpret as several of the stress cells recorded ice pressure larger than
their measurement range, the ice vastly deformed the steel frames, and only two of the
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panels’ twelve stress cells were still functional at the end of the winter. However, from
the period before the frames were damaged and unrelated to the interpolation method,
the recordings by the three stress cell panels at the dam are among the historically
largest inferred ice loads on dams. Furthermore, the choice of interpolation method
had a significant effect on the magnitude of the interfered load.

The correlation between the loads recorded with the load panel and the stress cells
panel was low. This low correlation is puzzling as two sensors installed in proximity to
each other on the same dam should give equivalent results. This raises two questions:

• How representative are the local measured stresses for the global ice load?

• To what extent does ice load vary along the dam line?

These two questions are explored in the Papers IV and V.

6.4. Paper IV

• R. Hellgren and R. Malm (2021). “Systematic literature search and meta regres-
sion of measured static ice loads on concrete dams”. Submitted for review to a
scientific journal

Paper IV presents a systematic literature review with a meta-analysis of measurements
of ice loads on dams. This paper provides two significant contributions:

• A systematic and comprehensive review of ice load measurements, resulting in
the most extensive compilation of recorded maximum ice loads on dams with
meta data.

• A systematic testing of several hypotheses of the relationship between maxi-
mum ice loads and external variables, identifying three external variables with
a relevant relation to the magnitude of the ice load on a dam.

In the systematic review, 127 unique observations were found. This data includes
results from a total of 33 dams and 57 winters. The results show that sensors placed
at the dam wall have recorded significantly greater ice loads than sensors placed in
the ice. Furthermore, the variation in measured ice load from different sensors along
a dam at the same time is considerable.

Generally, the difference between the sensor area and the structure-ice interaction
area is large, resulting in extensive extrapolation from local stresses to global ice
loads. This extrapolation causes uncertainties regarding the representativeness of the
measured results. This spatial variation along the dam and between the ice and the
wall, together with the small sensors, becomes a limitation of the results from this
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study. As a result, the relative difference between the variables presented in this study
may be more accurate than the absolute effects. Nevertheless, Paper IV show that
ice thickness, water level change category, and dam height are factors that have a
significant relation with the maximum recorded ice loads. The ice thickness is the only
variable that also shows a significant relation with differences in ice load between
winters at one dam.

6.5. Paper V

• R. Hellgren and R. Malm (2020). “A parametric numerical study of factors in-
fluencing the thermal ice pressure along a dam.” In: Proceedings of the 25 IAHR
International Symposium on Ice. Nov. 23–25, 2020. Trondheim, Norway, pp. 823–
832

Paper V address similar research questions as Paper IV, but with a numerical approach.
In this study, a finite element model that includes several dam monoliths, the ice, and
the banks of the reservoirs are used to simulate thermal ice loads. The thermal ice
load is simulated by subjecting the ice to a change in thermal gradient.

The numerical analyses studies how the ice load varies along the dam and which
external factors have a structural effect on the magnitude of the ice load. The para-
metric study shows that the elastic thermal ice load increases with an increased slope
of the banks, reservoir length, and ice thickness and decreases as the angle of the
connection between the dam and bank increases. However, the difference in ice load
between the individual monoliths with the same geometry, subjected to the same tem-
perature change, are in several cases of the same magnitude as the variation caused
by differences in the external factors.

The results showed that an increase in the ice thickness will result in larger ice loads,
the stiffness of the dam affects the magnitude of the ice load, and the ice load varies
significantly along the dam are consistent with the results from Paper IV.

6.6. Paper VI

• R. Hellgren, J. Enzell, A. Ansell, E. Nordström, and R. Malm (2021b). “Estimating
the ice loads on concrete dams based on their structural response”. Submitted
for review to a scientific journal

Paper VI is a case study where the ice loads are estimated from the structural response
of the eight concrete dam monoliths presented in Chapter 5. The research was per-
formed in two steps: a pre-study that investigates the influence of the measured ice
loads from Papers II and III on the transient behaviour of the dams under normal
conditions, and estimation of the ice loads these dams have been subjected to from
their measured structural response.
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An ice load-displacement relationship was derived from FE-analyses for each dam. The
results show that the relationship between ice loads and the response of the dam is
linear. These result and the results from the transient simulations show that the ice
loads of the magnitude measured in Papers II and III are large enough to be visibly
detectable in measured crest displacements.

To estimatie the magnitude of the ice loads these dams have been subjected to, back-
calculation was performed on their measured displacement from 29 winters. For the
back-calculation, two approaches were used: a residual-based and an event-based.
With the first approach, HST and HTT models were used to remove the effects from
variations in hydrostatic load, seasonal effects, ambient temperatures and time from
the observed response of the dams. Thereafter, the ice load was calculated from the
load-displacement relationship, assuming that the residuals during the winter are
caused by ice loads. However, although the prediction accuracy of the models is rela-
tively high and similar to other studies, the standard error still equates to an ice load
of a non-negligible magnitude. These results suggest that the residual approach using
these models, currently is not suitable for the back-calculation of ice loads on concrete
dams.

With the second approach, events are identified in the measured signal and assumed
to be caused solely by ice loads. As with the residual-based approach, the observed
displacement during an event is interpreted as an ice load using the load-displacement
relationship. The result from the event-based approach shows that:

• Displacement events occur with similar frequencies and magnitudes during all
months.

• The estimated ice loads are lower than the ice loads recorded in traditional ice
load measurements.

These results have two implications:

• event identification alone is not a sufficient method to identify displacements
caused by ice loads

• the magnitude of the ice loads in this study are most likely overestimated.

The most probable interpretation of the results of this study is that no or very small
traces of ice load can be observed in the measured response of most dams.
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Chapter 7

Discussion

This chapter summarizes and discusses the results from the papers with regards to the
research questions presented in Section 1.2.

7.1. Factors affecting concrete dams in cold climates

Research Question 1; Which factors affect the structural behaviour of concrete dams in
cold regions under normal conditions? This question is investigated in the thesis and in
Papers I, V and VI.

Chapter 2 presents a review of factors that generally affect dams in cold climates and,
more specifically, affects the behaviour and safety of concrete dams. The literature
review shows that in addition to a dam’s properties such as size and stiffness, four
main external factors influence the behaviour of concrete dams in cold climates during
normal operations:

• Variation in water level

• Variation in concrete temperatures

• Irreversible changes that occur over time

• Ice loads

For the dams studied in this project, temperature variations in the concrete have the
greatest impact on the variation in the behaviour of the dam. However, all included
dams experience small variations in water level. Therefore, the influence of water
level variations on the dam’s behaviour have not been observed. In Paper I, commonly
observed damage to concrete dams were simulated. These damages had a signifi-
cantly smaller effect on the behaviour than the temperature variation. Only a sudden
occurrence of large damage could be immediately detected by the damage detection
models.

In Paper VI, measured ice loads was included in the analysis. The simulation results
showed that ice loads of the magnitudes measured in this project (Papers II and III )
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are large enough that their influence on the dam should be notable in traditional dam
monitoring measurements. For concrete dams with installed heating and insulation
on the downstream surfaces, these ice loads should cause crest displacements of the
same magnitude as those caused by seasonal temperature variations. Surprisingly,
when examining the measured behaviour of the dams, both visually and with signal
processing tools, this expected influence can not be detected. These findings suggest
a discrepancy between the local measured ice loads and the global ice load, see also
Section 7.3.

7.2. Variation in ice load

Research Question 2: In which ways does the ice loads on concrete dams vary? This
question is primarily investigated in Papers II to V. The ice load’s variation can be
divided into three types; temporal, spatial and between dams.

7.2.1. Temporal variability

There are two types of temporal variations for the ice loads studied in this thesis, those
that occurs during a winter and the differences in maximum loads between winters.

During a winter, the ice load occurs as events. The peak event for a winter occurs
during the period January to April. An ice load event is characterized by: a rise in
load from an initial low level, a peak load, and a subsequent rapid decrease. These ice
load events predominantly last from hours up to a day, but can in some cases, last for
several days (Comfort et al., 2003). During most of the winter, the ice load remains
at a low base level, from which occasional events occur. In the ice load measurements
presented in Paper II, the ice load, water level, and the position of the resultant force of
the ice load all follow a daily pattern related to the operation of the power station. The
measurements confirm earlier observations that water level variation is the primary
load-causing mechanism for significant ice loads. However, this relationship is not
absolute. The water level varies daily, while ice load peaks occur only a few days a
year. During these days, the increase of the ice load correlates with the increasing
water level. The water level fluctuations thus comes into play first when a certain
number of other criteria are satisfied and can thereby not be used as a sole explanatory
mechanism. Contrary to previous research, the variation in air temperature showed
no detectable relation to the magnitude of the daily ice load peaks.

Previous research shows that the interaction between thermal load and ice load from
water level variation is greatest after a sudden temperature increase from a cold
temperature. The relationship between the magnitude of ice loads and the variation
in water level and temperature was investigated further Paper III. In this paper, the
peak load, the duration, and the change in water level and the air temperature during
ice load events at Rätan was quantified. Large ice loads were recorded at Rätan for all
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combinations with increasing/decreasing air temperature and/or water level. Paper III
presents an analysis of the reverse relationship where events in the temperature and
the water level signals were identified. It was investigated how these events affected
the magnitude of ice loads. The identification of temperature change events and water
level change events during the winters shows that a change in temperature, water
level, or any combination of these was not sufficient to single-handedly produce large
ice loads at Rätan. Hence, further studies are needed to understand and quantify when
changes in temperature and water level cause significant ice loads.

A majority of the previous research on ice load on dams focuses on an ad-hoc approach,
where the ice load is measured, events in the signal are identified, and after that, the
relationship between change in the external conditions during the event and the
observed ice load is quantified. Such an approach neglects that similar changes in
external conditions occur several times during a winter without causing any ice loads
and thus impose a hindsight bias to the model. Understanding of how the ice load
varies during a winter is demonstrated by creating a model that predict or describe
events to which it was not calibrated. Hence, a more productive approach would be to
start the modelling from the external variables and find combinations and constraints
that must be fulfilled for significant ice loads to occur. From a practical perspective,
such model, that based on external conditions, predicts when an ice load event occurs
during a winter and the approximate magnitude of this event would be useful. A
validated prediction model can be used on dams other than those where ice load
measurements occurred and calculate trends and regional distribution, see for example
Petrich and Arntsen (2018).

The second temporal variation of significance occurs between winters. This variation
is studied in Papers III, IV and VI. Each winter has its characteristics, which result in
a maximum load. Between winters, the properties of the dam and reservoir are more
or less constant. The difference in the maximum ice load for a dam monolith between
two winters is thus primarily driven by differences in the metrological conditions.

7.2.2. Spatial variability

The spatial variation of ice loads is studied in Papers III to V. There are two types of
spatial variation of interest for ice loads on dams: the variation in pressure over the
ice thickness and the variation in line load along the dam.

The expected stress distribution over the ice thickness from the load-causing mech-
anisms is non-uniform, see Section 2.4. This non-uniform distribution has been ob-
served in measurements with Carter panels presented in the literature. Typically, most
of the load is recorded by the two top stress cells, and no load is recorded by the
bottom stress cell. The results from Paper II also indicate a non-uniform stress dis-
tribution where the resultant force of recorded peak loads are located over the top
operating water level. However, in the measurements with stress-cell panels presented
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Figure 7.1: Measured ice loads as function of total sensor area. The x-axis is cropped at 20
m2 for visibility. Therefore, the ice load estimated at the 160 m wide arch dam
Krokströmmen from Paper VI is not visible in the figure.

in Paper III, significant pressures were measured by all four levels of stress cells.

The magnitude of the ice load varies along the dam at a single point in time. This
variation causes different occasions for when the peak magnitude occurs during the
winter for different parts of the dam. The relevant ice load from a dam safety per-
spective is the global load, i.e., an ice load corresponding to the average pressure on
the structure (see Figure 1.1). Paper IV shows that the pooled standard deviation for
maximum recorded ice loads with multiple sensors at one dam is 90 kN/m. The typical
difference between min and max is between 50 and 100 kN/m, but can be as large as
600 kN/m.

Figure 7.1 shows recorded ice load as a function of sensor width. The figure shows
an apparent size effect among observed ice loads where the maximum magnitude
decreases with increased sensor area. This effect may explain the apparent paradox
that although a common result in assessments of concrete dams in cold regions is
insufficient stability for load cases that includes ice loads, and ice loads significantly
larger than the current guidelines have been recorded — no reported dam failures are
linked to ice loads. The figure also highlights a major contribution from this thesis, ice
load measurements with relatively large sensor areas.

Spatial variation can be divided into a deterministic trend and fluctuations around
this trend. Both the trend and the fluctuations may act on several scales (Baecher
and Christian, 2003). The deterministic spatial variation of ice loads was studied in
Paper IV by simulations of the ice load on seven adjacent monoliths. In the result from
this study, the ice load varies along the dam on two scales: one global (dam) variation
from bank to bank and one global (monolith) variation over the width of a monolith.
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Figure 7.2: Three potential types of fluctuation at different scales for ice load on concrete dams.

Hence, the ice load, appears to have a deterministic trend on two scales: dam and
monolith. The variation that occurs on the scale dam (bank to bank) may, for example,
be caused by the structural properties of the dam–ice system and be a function of the
shape of the ice, reservoir and banks. The second variation occurs on the scale of a
single monolith and is caused by the local properties of the dam–ice interface and
the structural response of the monolith. The modelling of ice load on dams reported
in the literature is either based on the assumption that the dam is rigid (Azarnejad
and Hrudey, 1998; Kharik, 2018; Kharik et al., 2018) and/or that the ice load varies
only in the thickness direction (Comfort et al., 2003; Côté et al., 2016; Kharik et al.,
2018; Petrich et al., 2015; Seger et al., 2020). Therefore, the expected deterministic
variation in ice load along the dam caused by the structural system is not established.

There are also indications of large irregular spatial fluctuations of ice loads caused
by asperities, cracks, and other irregularities in the ice. Hence, the spatial variation
of ice loads on dams appears to be a combination of two structurally caused trends
on different scales and irregular random fluctuations. Figure 7.2 shows a hypothetical
example of these three types of variations combined.

The random fluctuation is statistically defined by their variance and their spatial corre-
lation, i.e. the wavelength of the fluctuations (Baecher and Christian, 2003). Neither
the magnitude nor the wavelength of these fluctuations for ice loads on dams is known.
In Morse et al. (2011), the spatial variation of the recorded ice loads is described as
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chaotic. When individual high loads were measured at one sensor, the average mea-
sured stress over two or more sensors were always considerably lower. In Paper III,
measurement with several sensors along the dam is presented, and the recorded loads
show a large spatial variation. However, the correlation between sensors of the same
type is larger than the correlation between adjacent sensors. Hence, the observed
variation may be caused by the difference in sensor types. It appears that the three
stress cell panels measure the same physical process, but this process is not observed
with the load panel.

All this considered, it is essential to focus further studies on the ice load’s spatial
variation. Currently, the scales of fluctuation, the absolute and relative magnitude of
structural and random effects, and how this variation differs at different times and for
different load-causing mechanisms are unknown.

7.2.3. Variation between dams

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the ice loads varies between dams. This variation is
influenced by various factors and can be of interest from both a scientific and a design
perspective. Using the dam–ice system from Chapter 2, this variation can be caused by
differences in any part of the system, differences in loads, or a combination of these.
The expected differences should be considered when comparing and evaluating the
cause of ice loads from different dams.

For two dams in the same region, for example, where one is directly downstream of
the other, the metrological conditions will be similar. If the reservoirs of the two dams
also have a similar capacity, the water level at the two dams can be expected to vary
in a similar way. In this case, the differences in ice load between the two dams are to
a very high degree dependent on the geometry of the system.

In contrast, two dams located in different regions with similar geometries (reservoirs
and dams). The expected variation in ice load is caused primarily by differences in
metrological factors. Finding such dams is not unreasonable, as general concepts and
designs often were reused between dams. Measuring the ice load at the same relative
position during the same winter on a pair of such dams would provide information on
the impact of metrological factors.

For two dams in different regions with different geometries, all factors in the system
will differ. The dam-ice system will have different shapes and properties, and it will
be exposed to different loads. Observed differences in ice loads between such dams
can therefore be caused by one or a combination of several different factors.
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7.3. Estimation the global ice load

Research question 3 is, How can the global ice loads on a concrete dam be estimated
based on measurements? This question is primarly investigated in Papers II to IV and VI.

When measuring the ice load on a dam, the primary decisions are: whether the sensor
should be placed in the ice, on the dam, or in the contact surface between these two;
the type of sensor to use; and the number of sensors and the total sensor area. Four
categories of methods can be used to measure the ice load on concrete dams, one for
each location in the system and one for dynamic loads, see Chapter 4. All options have
their pros and cons and are suitable for answering different questions. For example,
to develop models that can describe the stresses in the ice, measurement of local
stresses in the ice cover is the preferable method. However, as discussed throughout
the thesis, the relevant ice load from a dam safety perspective is the peak global load,
i.e., the maximum average load along the structure (see Figure 1.1). This thesis and
this research question are focused on methods for estimating the magnitude of this
global ice load. Therefore, the literature and the research presented in the papers are
discussed from the perspective of determining the global ice loads.

Of the methods for ice load measurements presented in Chapter 4, only the Structural
response method measures the global ice loads (Bjerkås, 2007). ISO-19906 (2010)
states the determination of global ice loads should be based on full-scale measure-
ments or models calibrated on full-scale measurements or experiments. Paper IV shows
that the most frequently used sensor type is internal ice stress sensor that records the
stress or strain in the ice sheet, and stress cell panels placed on the dam wall. In
Figure 7.3, examples of layout and sensor area compared to the interaction area from
three measurement sites are illustrated.

Eq. (2.9) in Section 2.3 can be used to estimate the representativeness of a sensor
width for the structure of interest. The ratio between the maximum expected load on
the sensor width wsen and the maximum load on the width of a dam wd is

FG(w = wd)

FG(w = wsen)
=

(
wd

wsen

)−0.33
. (7.1)

Compared to the expected global load on a 8 m wide dam monolith, the expected
maximum load on the load panel and stress cell panel in Paper III are 50 % and 30
%, respectively. The sensor widths required to limit this ratio to 2 are 0.25 m, 1.1 m,
and 4.3 m for a spillway monolith (wd = 2 m), a dam monolith (wd = 9 m) and a dam
(wd = 35 m), respectively. This estimate only considers the sensor width and neglects
that the same width divided into several sensors may reduces the error.

For any spatial variation of the ice load, it is theoretically superior to distribute a
fixed sensor width to several sensors at different positions. However, it is practically
advantageous to limit the number of sensors. Ice load sensors may influence the
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Figure 7.3: Example of elevations of the ratio between the sensor area and the dam–ice interaction
area. The dashed lines represent the global area, i.e. ice thickness and structural width
for a spillway (w = 2 m) and dam-monolith (w = 9/10.2 m). The examples are from
Paper III and Petrich et al. (2015) and Taras et al. (2011).

spatial variation of ice loads in two ways. First, they change the geometry of the
dam–ice interface, which may have a structural effect. Second, as evident by the result
presented in Paper II and Morse et al. (2011), ice load sensors may locally influence
the naturally formed ice sheet. These two influences may cause a difference in stress
fields between an ice sheet with and without installed sensors.

The magnitude of the statistical error for the extrapolation of locally measured loads
to global depends on the sensor width, the number of measuring points along the dam,
and the shape and magnitude of the spatial variation. It would be possible to statisti-
cally estimate the error from a known shape of spatial variation. However, as discussed
in Section 7.2.2, the current knowledge of the spatial variation is limited. Figure 7.4
shows the influence of the sensor width for potential errors when estimating the global
average for each of the three example variations shown in Figure 7.2. The errors are
calculated assuming that a sensor is placed randomly at the monolith second to left
and Figures 7.4a and 7.4b shows the potential error for the estimate of the average
load on this monolith and on the entire dam, respectively. Since the magnitudes of the
variations in the example are made up, it is the shape of the expected error of interest
rather than the values.

For the variation with the scale of fluctuation over the entire dam, the variation within
one monolith is small, but the difference in average load between monoliths is signifi-
cant. This cause the potential errors for this variation to be more or less unaffected by
the sensor width. If this type of variation is dominant, increasing the number of mea-
suring points along the dam is more important than increasing the sensor width. For a
variation within the scale of one monolith, and especially for the irregular fluctuations,
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(b) Estimation of the global (dam) load.

Figure 7.4: Influence of sensor width and scale of fluctuation of the ice load on the ability to
estimate the global ice load from local measurements.

the accuracy of the estimate of the global load is sensitive to the sensor width. The
potential error is significant for small sensors and decreases rapidly with increasing
sensor width. For these two variations, the difference in average load between mono-
liths is zero. Hence, for these variations, increasing the sensor width is more important
than adding measuring points along the dam.

The discussion above is about estimating the global ice load at one time for a given
spatial variation. If the shape of this variation changes over time, for example, between
ice load events. The probability of measuring a local load that is significantly larger
than the global increases with each change.

As discussed in Section 7.2.2, the ice load appears to vary significantly along the
width of a dam monolith. Therefore, is the limited sensor size a shortcoming for the
research field and hinders the ability to estimate global loads accurately. The need
to use a larger measuring area to increase the representativeness in relation to the
size of the structure is partly addressed in Papers II and III by the ice load panel and
fully addressed in Paper VI by using the response of the dam to back-calculate the ice
load. Although the load panel is among the historically largest ice load sensors used to
measure ice loads on dams, it still covers only 1/9 of the width of the dam monolith
where it is attached. Hence, uncertainties about the magnitude of the measured load
compared to the global load acting on the whole structure remains. A method extra
suitable for measuring global loads is hindcast calculations or back-calculations. Such
calculations can be used to derive the ice load from the measured response of a
structure.

The load panel and back-calculation both have their advantages and disadvantages
compared to each other. The panel is a direct measurement and therefore not de-
pendent on external factors. Two disadvantages of the load panel compared to back-
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calculation are its scale and cost. The limited size of the panel was discussed above.
The cost of the load panel is extensive compared to traditional dam measurements,
especially considering that the panel is a niche product. The back-calculation method
has both practical and scientific advantages. Measurements of the dam’s displacements
can be used to observe long- and short-term trends to enhance the understanding of
the structural behaviour of the dam and can be connected to an alarm and warning
system. Back-calculation methods enable the estimation of the historical values of ice
loads on dams where the response has been measured. This feature was utilized in
Paper VI where data from 2012, several years before this doctoral project started, was
used to estimate the ice loads.

Considering the many advantages of using the measured response of dams to esti-
mate global ice loads, further investigations should primarily focus on the influence of
ice loads in the measured structural behaviour of concrete dams. Such investigation
should at first be aimed at finding full-scale empirical evidence of the existence of
global ice loads on dams of a relevant magnitude. Thereafter, develop methods to
accurately quantify the magnitude of the ice load based on the found influence. Even
with a very ambitious installation of sensors for measurements of ice loads, monitoring
devices for dam displacements will be significantly more common. To develop and ap-
ply back-calculation methods would thus contribute to a faster increase in knowledge
about the magnitude and return period of global ice loads.

7.4. Factors that affect the magnitude of ice loads

Research Question 4 is; What influence do different external factors have on the mag-
nitude of ice loads? This question is investigated primary in Papers IV and V but also
analysed in Papers II and III.

In Paper IV, the relationships between annual maximum ice loads and external factors
are found from complied empirical data. In Paper V, these relationships are studied
by parametric numerical simulations and investigates the influence from variations in
the geometry. In Paper III these relationships are studied using measurements from
subsequent winters at the same dam. Figure 7.5 presents the relationships between
maximum ice loads and external variables found in these three papers.

Both Papers IV and V have limitations regarding the absolute value of the relationship.
These limitations are discussed in more detail in the respective paper but the main
limitations are that the ice load is recorded with small sensors which may not be rep-
resentative for the global ice load and that the simulations in Paper V does not include
non-linear material properties. As discussed in previous sections, ice loads on dams
appear to have a great spatial fluctuation and a size effect. These two effects impede
further understanding of the factors that cause ice loads and model development. A
model which correctly predicts the local load at one point along the dam during a
winter, could severely over or underestimate the local load at another location at the
same dam.
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Figure 7.5: The relationship between the external variables and the ice loads from Papers III
to V. The lines and values in the bracket are the upper and lower limit of a 95 %
confidence interval. The dashed line shows the smallest effect size of interest (SESoI),
as defined in Paper IV. Each plot window is limited to ±10×SESoI and the marker
size are scaled after the number of observations.
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Ice thickness is a variable used for determining the design value of ice loads in de-
sign guidelines (e.g. Cfbr (2012), FERC (2016), and NVE (2003)) and suggested as
a factor that influence the magnitude of ice loads by several authors (e.g. Bomeng
(1986) and Carter et al. (1998)). The results from this thesis presented in Papers III
to V support these suggestions. The analysis in Paper IV shows that, based on a 95 %
confidence interval, the ice thickness has a relevant relationship with all recorded ice
loads and with the difference in ice load at one dam between winters. The estimate of
this relationship is 450 (kN/m)/m* based on the compiled empirical data presented in
Paper IV. In Paper V, the relationship is estimated to (110) kN/m/m from simulations
with varying ice thickness. From the six winters of ice load measurement presented in
Papers II and III, the relation between the maximum ice load and maximum ice thick-
ness is 173 (kN/m)/m. Compared to previous models that include the ice thickness,
e.g., LL = 253h1.5i (Carter et al., 1998) and LL 220hi (Bomeng, 1986), the relationship
is of the same magnitude and in a similar range. However, the difference between 110
(kN/m)/m and 390 (kN/m)/m has a major impact on the design of dams.

The ice thickness highlights a problem when it comes to quantifying external variations
influence and stating hypotheses. As shown in Paper III, Appendix A, and in the
literature, the ice thickness vary significantly in the reservoir. Thus, the relevant ice
thickness must be precisely specified for others to use and test the relationship. It is
not obvious how the relevant ice thickness should be defined. In Papers III and IV,
the ice nearest the dam was used since that cross-section interacts with the dam.
However, the thickness near the dam is affected by snow accumulation and flooding
and may not represent the more homogeneous ice thickness further out in the reservoir.
Similar issues with lack of preciseness exist in several of the proposed relations in the
literature.

Water level variations clearly affect the ice load. This conclusion is supported by the
analysis presented in Paper IV, but is also evident in Papers II and III and in the
literature (Comfort et al., 2003; Foss, 2017). Comfort et al. (2003) divides the water
level change for a dam into three categories, where the largest ice loads occur for the
category Large and frequent. Paper IV compared the category Large and frequent with
all others and confirmed this relationship. However, as discussed in Section 7.2.1 and
Papers III and IV, water level variation by itself is not a sole explanatory mechanism.
Foss (2017) raised and lowered the water surface in Taralsdvik’s reservoir only three
times during the winter. In all three manoeuvres, significant ice loads were measured.
From a design perspective, this is troublesome as it implies that considerations must
be made for the single worst water level change event during the design period. In
contrast, Comfort (1996) cycled the water level in a pre-defined daily pattern at the
Arnprior dam during 1-9 March 1994 but recorded the yearly maximum ice load on
February 20 i.e. before the period with controlled changes. Hence, much remains to
be done to understand the exact mechanisms and cause of ice loads from water level
variation.

*Increase in line load per meter ice thickness
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In addition to ice thickness and water level variation, the properties of the dam also
have a demonstrable effect on the size of the ice load. In Paper IV, the dam height was
correlated with the magnitude of the ice load. In Paper V the influence of the dam stiff-
ness was studied with simulations, and those results were discussed in Section 7.2.2.
Theoretically, a stiffer dam restrains the ice movements and expansions to a larger
extent, which results in higher loads. Despite this, a observation from Paper IV is that
very few studies presented even the basic information about the dam.

No additional variables other than these three have unanimously been shown to
have a demonstrable relationship with the magnitude of the ice load in this project.
The air temperature has previously been proposed as a basis for determining the
design value (Carter et al., 1998; Fransson, 1988; Ko et al., 1994). Such models
are based on the minimum temperature, the AFDD, and the maximum temperature
increase. Paper IV showed that such an relationship cannot be confirmed for any of
the three temperature variables. The estimated relationship between the ice load
and these variables indicates that an ice load measurement at a dam with a lower
minimum temperature will, on average, record a greater ice load compared to a dam
subjected to warmer temperatures. However, the confidence interval for this estimate
is wide despite a relatively large amount of data. Furthermore, in both the results from
Papers III and IV, when analysing loads at the same dam between different winters,
these variables have the opposite relation to the expected. A possible explanation for
this might be that dams in colder regions are expected to be exposed to larger ice
loads, but the largest loads at that dam may not necessarily occur during the coldest
winters (absolute temperature or AFDD). It could also be argued that these results are
statistical anomalies.

The amount of snow on the ice is a variable that may have an influence on the
magnitude of thermal ice loads. In Paper IV, the thickness of the snow cover and the
accumulated snowfall had both had an inconclusive relationship with the ice load.
However, the estimate of the relationship for the snow cover is -520 (kN/m)/m and
this data contains few observations. Hence, the most likely relationship is a strong
negative effect where an increased snow cover decrease the maximum load. As shown
in Paper III, the snow on the ice may mix with the water and form snow ice if the ice
sheet is flooded. Therefore, the amount of snowfall and the snow cover on the ice may
not be perfectly correlated and an increased snowfall may sometimes lead to increased
snow cover and thinner ice and sometimes to no snow cover and thicker ice.

Simulations in the literature have indicated that the shape of the reservoir has an im-
pact on the magnitude of ice loads (Comfort et al., 2000). Similar results were found
in the simulations in Paper V. However, the measurement data from the literature
complied in Paper IV indicates that this relation is of a non-relevant size. Furthermore,
the slope of the banks is often mentioned as an important factor. Paper V showed that
the thermal ice loads in the simulation increases with steeper bank slopes. However,
when compiling ice load measurements from the literature, it was difficult to catego-
rize the slope of the banks for the different dams. Therefore, the comparison between
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flat and steep banks in Paper IV contains very few observations, and this hypothesis
could not be thoroughly tested in Paper IV.

7.5. Ice loads in design

The fifth and last research question is; Which local conditions should be considered in
an update of the current design guidelines for ice loads on concrete dams? This question
is related to previous research questions and is treated in all papers. To determine
the guidelines for the ice loads on a dam or to evaluate whether a dam has sufficient
safety against ice loads, knowledge is required about how the ice loads varies, how
the global load can be estimated, and which factors that affect the magnitude of ice
loads. There is a distinction between an investigation intending to determine the ice
loads on one dam and a guideline that provides recommendations for many dams.
The former can be more detailed and extensive, while the latter must be general and
applicable to a wide variety of dams in different consequence classes. Furthermore,
different information may be of interest depending on whether the safety philosophy
uses a deterministic, probabilistic, semi-probabilistic or frequency-based approach.

7.5.1. Theoretical and empirical approach

In a strictly deterministic approach, the maximum ice load at a dam is calculated
based on the three limiting factors, see Section 2.7.3. Such an approach still requires
assumptions or information about the maximum possible external load for each of the
three limiting mechanisms. This can be solved by using an upper bound theorem that
provides limiting loads that are always greater than or equal to the true failure load
for the ice sheet. The limiting factors can also be used in probabilistic approaches as
a limit to the distribution of annual maximums. Comfort (2021) reviewed potential
limiting factors and concluded that no limiting factor results in a magnitude that is
less than those that are specified in the current guidelines. The models for maximum
ice loads presented in Section 2.7.5 yields the same result.

Defining a suitable design value for a probabilistic, semi-probabilistic or frequency-
based approach requires knowledge about the variation in annual maximum mag-
nitude of the ice loads. It is estimated that data of maximum ice loads from 20-40
winters are needed to create a reliable distribution of annual maxima (Malm et al.,
2017). Such distribution of ice loads should be established for each dam.

In the absence of such data, Adolfi and Eriksson (2013) and Westberg Wilde and Jo-
hansson (2016) has assumed that ice loads measured from different dams are related
and can be combined to form a global empirical distribution. Adolfi and Eriksson
(2013) fitted a lognormal distribution to a compilation of 21 maximums of recorded
ice loads. In the calculation of the probability density function, only recorded ice loads
smaller than 253 kN/m was included. The truncation magnitude 253 kN/m was used
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as an assumed theoretical maximum ice load for a one meter thick ice sheet, based
on the model proposed by Carter et al. (1998). The derived probability density func-
tion (PDF) of ice loads yielded that an ice load of 253 kN/m has an expected annual
probability of exceedance of 4 %.

Figure 7.6 shows the PDF for the lognormal distribution, without any truncation, fitted
to the annual maxima from Papers III, IV and VI, with and without the results from
this doctoral project. These distributions are shown to provide an overview of the
empirical evidence for the magnitudes of annual maximum ice loads on dams before
and after this doctoral project. The distributions fitted with ice loads measurements
from the literature, i.e. excluding the data from Papers III, IV and VI, yield a magnitude
of ice load with a 4 % and 2 % annual probability of exceedance, of approximately
540 kN/m and 720 kN/m, respectively. The same distribution fitted with all available
recorded ice loads measurements, i.e. including the data from Papers IV and VI, yields
that corresponding loads are 480 kN/m and 620 kN/m.

These estimates of maximum ice loads are most likely not accurate for several reasons.
It is unclear whether the ice loads measured at several dams belong to a common
distribution, see Section 7.2.3. Furthermore, lumping all data together into a single
distribution neglect size effects, the influence from external conditions and that the
data may contain local loads of magnitudes that impossibly can occur as global loads.
Lastly, the lognormal distribution may not be the correct distribution for ice loads on
dams, and other distributions may result in different values. Nevertheless, the compi-
lation of data and these distributions highlights that updating the design guidelines
based using a frequency-based approach on the current empirical evidence would
cause significantly increased ice loads. Therefore, to use the information from mea-
surements in the design of concrete dams, it is critical to increase knowledge of how
ice loads vary between different scales.
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Figure 7.6: Distributions fitted to measured ice loads.
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7.5.2. Local conditions to consider

From the research in the appended paper, three factors where found to influence the
magnitude of ice loads:

• ice thickness

• water level change

• dam properties (stiffness or height).

• sensor width

Hence, the results from this projects indicate that these factors should be considered
in an update of the current guidelines for ice loads on concrete dams. Therefore, the
discussion of this research question is concluded with a conceptualization of these fac-
tors as a model for design ice load, see Section 2.7.5. The model follows the methods
for considering size effects discussed in Section 2.2.2, but uses the contact area and
coefficients that consider factors relevant for dams.

The main principle is that the design line load is

LLD = cDpGhi.D (7.2)

where cD s a coefficient for the properties of the dam, hi.D is the design ice thickness,
and pG is the local pressure calculated as,

pG = cWLpref

(
hi.Dw

Aref

)−α
. (7.3)

Here, cWL is a coefficient for the water level amplitude,w is the width of the dam,Aref is
a reference area, α the scaling coefficient, and pref is the pressure chosen as the global
pressure for Aref. This means that four general (pref,Aref, α, cWL) and two site-specific
(hi.D, w) parameters must be determined before a ice load can be calculated.

The proposal considers the variables: ice thickness and water level variation, i.e. the
two variables shown to influence the magnitude of the ice load in Papers III to V.
Furthermore, the ice thickness can be estimated from AFDD and thus consider the air
temperature at the dam. Determination of these parameters should be made in the
context of the applied safety and design philosophy. Nevertheless, a short discussion
on each parameter based on the results in this thesis are presented below.

The design ice thickness, hi.D, is the maximum ice thickness expected to occur during a
defined return period. This value can either be provided as a design recommendation
based on geographic locations or calculated for an individual dam or part of a dam. A
general recommendation can be achieved by adopting the approach in NVE (2003) and
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Statens Vegvesen (2015). In this approach, the ice thickness return period is calculated
using Stefans equation and AFDD. The AFDD can either be provided for regions as a
recommendation in the guidelines or be calculated in-situ based on local conditions.
A major advantage of using ice thickness as a factor is that it allows more realistic
adjustment of the design ice load for parts of dams or entire dam facilities where flow
conditions prevent ice formation or dams with large water level variations. For the
former conditions, an expected return period for the ice thickness can be estimated
by considering local flow conditions and the probability that the flow in the reservoir
changes for a longer period of time due to, for example, maintenance or failure of the
reservoir power station. For the latter condition, with large water variation during the
winter, the ice thickness return period can be calculated for different water levels. For
example, it is common that reservoirs are constantly lowered during the winter to meet
the annual peak electricity production. In that case, different maximum ice thicknesses
can be considered for the various water levels. The expected ice thickness in January
is smaller than the ice thickness expected later during the winter. Consequently, the
magnitude of ice load from Eq. (7.2) is smaller during the early winter compared to
later in the winter. Such considerations are advantageous as the ice loads with largest
magnitude will be combined with lower hydrostatic loads and a shorter lever arm.

Paper IV indicated a positive correlation between the maximum ice load and the
height of the dam. However, the results from Paper VI indicates that the variation in
stiffness for monoliths with significantly different height is small. Therefore, further
investigations are needed before suitable values for cD can be determined.

Papers II, III and VI all show that the water level has a significant impact on the
magnitude of the ice load. However, as discussed in Section 7.4, evidence exists that
indicates that a single water level variation in the range 0.3-0.7 m is enough to produce
an ice load event with a significant magnitude. Thus, the water level category should
be chosen based on the worst scenario during the return period of interest, and for
most cases, cWL = 1.0 is most reasonable approach. One reason to use a lower value is if
the mean daily water level is always significantly changed after the ice formation. Such
change will break the ice and is shown to cause the ice loads during the remaining
winter to remain low.

To calculate the global ice pressure, the reference ice pressure, the reference area,
and the scale coefficient must be specified. A reasonable starting point is to adapt
these to current guidelines in each country. For example, in the northern region of
Sweden where the current design load is 200 kN/m for an ice thickness of 1 m, the
corresponding reference pressure is pG= 200 kPa (RIDAS, 2021). An approach is to
use α=0 and thus neglect any size effect. Other alternatives is to use α=-0.13 after Aly
et al. (2019), α=-0.16 after ISO-19906 (2010) or α=-0.33 after Côté et al. (2016).

To keep the ice load similar to the current design Aref could be chosen as either 2 m2

to correspond to a spillway monolith or as 7-9 m2, based on the width of a typical dam
monolith. Alternatively, use Aref=1 m2 and increase pG to achieve the same result.
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Figure 7.7: Example of the proposed design loads. The left column shows a comparison between
proposed design method and measured ice loads for each sensors width and ice thick-
ness and the right column the proposed design ice load as a function of dam width
and ice thickness. The values inside the parentheses are the same function for Aref=1
m2
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Figure 7.7 presents a comparison of measured ice loads from Paper IV and the design
ice loads for the sensor calculated with Equation (7.2) with three combinations of Aref

and α. A note of caution is due here since this model is based on the result from this
thesis and is strongly biased towards measurements from sensors with a small area.
Therefore, the parameters must be chosen so they cause a strong size effect to explain
the variance in the data. The size effect may not be relevant or as strong for dams
with different ice interaction areas. For the first two combinations, approximately 20
% of the measured loads exceeds the calculated. Figure 7.7c shows the combination
Aref=9 m and α=-0.33. For this combination, the measured ice load exceeds the
calculated for only four of the 156 recordings (3 % probability of exceedances). As
the proposal is based on current guidelines, this approach yields design ice loads of
similar magnitudes. For example, using the dams and the ice thicknesses calculated
in Paper VI, the resulting ice loads for the 29 winter with the proposed model are
distributed between 100 and 180 kN/m.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and further research

This project studied the structural behaviour and safety of concrete dams in cold re-
gions. In particular, two aspects have been investigated: factors that influence concrete
dams during normal operation and ice loads. Several types of models were used to
describe how the behaviour of dams is affected by changes in external factors. The
modelling is combined with measurements to interpret the behaviour of dams. The
interpretation includes detection of unexpected behaviours and quantification of the
loads to which a dam has been subjected. With regards to the ice load, this project
contributes to the development of an ice load panel, ice load measurements with a
load panel on a dam during six winters, estimation of the ice load on eight concrete
dam monoliths based on their structural response, and a systematic compilation of
previous measurements. This chapter presents and summarises the major conclusions
of the work together with suggestions for future research.

8.1. Conclusions

An overall lesson from this project is the difficulties involved in precisely predicting the
structural behaviour of concrete dams during normal operation. Design and safety eval-
uation of dams includes uncertainties regarding the structural properties of the dams,
the loads acting on them and consequently, the response of the dams to these loads.
Increased availability of dam monitoring and a move towards more probability– and
risk–based analyses creates a need to quantify the continuous variation of loads and
the corresponding response of the dam. Such an understanding requires an increased
knowledge of the variation in concrete dams’ behaviour during normal operation.

The research questions formulated in Section 1.2 addresses this continuous variation
from several perspectives and the general conclusions from the project regarding these
research questions are presented below.

RQ 1: Which factors affect the structural behaviour of concrete dams in cold regions
under normal conditions?

The behaviour of concrete dams in cold regions is mainly affected by the change
in two external factors: water level and ambient temperatures. Degradation and
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damage cause irreversible changes in the behaviour of dam, but such processes
are slow and these effect are smaller than that from water level and temperature
on short- and mid-term. Dams are also affected by ice loads. According to
current guidelines, theoretical models, and measurements, the magnitude of
the ice load is large enough to significantly influence the behaviour of concrete
dam. However, only small effects of this influence can be found in the measured
behaviour of the dams in this project.

RQ 2: How do the ice loads on concrete dams vary?

The ice load has significant temporal and spatial variations. Ice loads occur as
short-time events primarily caused by two mechanisms: water level fluctuations
and temperature change. However, not all water level or temperature changes
result in ice loads, and the requirements for additional conditions that must
be satisfied for ice loads to occur during cold winters is unknown. Of the two
mechanisms, water level fluctuations cause the most significant ice loads.

The ice load have significant spatial variations where its magnitude fluctuates
along a dam at a given moment. The result presented in this project indicates
that these fluctuations include peak ice loads on short distances that are signifi-
cantly larger than the global average. However, the shape, magnitude and scale
of these fluctuations are not established.

RQ 3: How can the global ice load be estimated based on measurements?

Three approaches can be used to measure ice loads on concrete dams: placing
sensors in the ice, placing sensors at the dam–ice interface, or monitoring the
structural behaviour of the dam. Sensors placed in the ice or on the dam wall are
for practical reasons, often significantly smaller than the dam–ice interaction
area. To estimate the global ice load, i.e. the average load on the monolith or
the dam, the local stresses or pressures must be interpolated and extrapolated
to a global load. However, the result from this project shows an apparent size
effect among observed ice loads where the maximum magnitude decreases with
increased sensor area.

Global ice loads should be estimated using recordings from sensors with an area
as representative as possible for the structure’s contact surface with the ice. This
project has contributed with two methods for observing global ice loads: a ice
load panel with relatively large area and methods where the global ice loads
are back-calculated from the response of the dam.

RQ 4: What influence do different external factors have on the magnitude of ice
loads?
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Three of the appended papers studied and quantified factors that influence
the magnitude of the ice load. Three such factors were found to influence the
magnitude of the ice load in several studies: ice thickness, water level change,
and the dam’s properties (stiffness or height). Furthermore, the sensor width
influences the magnitude of the maximum recorded ice load.

RQ 5: Which local conditions are important to consider in an update of the current
design guidelines for ice loads on concrete dams?

The three factors listed above and the dam width could be considered in an
update of design guidelines for ice loads on concrete dams. Furthermore, this
project has systematically compiled annual maximums from measurements of
ice loads on concrete dams. This compilation shows that ice loads are higher
than the recommended values in current design guidelines. Simultaneously
there are few or no reported incidents linked to ice load, and the anecdotal per-
ception in the industry is that ice loads are lower than current recommended
values. This thesis presents a possible explanation for this apparent contradic-
tion and proposes a method where the factors identified to influence the ice
load are considered.

The most significant finding of this project is the size effect in observed ice loads on
dams. This finding may explain the apparent paradox that: it is common that dams
obtain theoretically insufficient stability due to the ice loads in current guidelines, both
measurements and models indicate that the magnitudes of ice loads are significantly
larger than those in the guidelines, simultaneously as no major dam safety incidents
are linked to ice loads.

This doctoral project has systematically compiled previous ice load measurements,
performed ice load measurements and in various ways quantified how different fac-
tors affect the magnitude of ice loads. These results can be used by dam owners
and authorities as a basis for an potential re-assessment of current guidelines for ice
loads. Furthermore, the results of this project show the difficulty involved in detecting
damage early by monitoring the concrete dam’s structural behaviour.

8.2. Future research

Based on the findings presented in this thesis, several interesting topics have been
identified for future work. They are divided into the four topics: additional measure-
ment of ice loads, further analysis of the data from this project, modelling of ice loads
and modelling of concrete dams behaviour.

Three of the appended papers examine measurements of ice load on dams. Within
that subject, these are the following suggestions for continued work.

• Perform back-calculation of the ice load on additional dams.
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The method proposed in Paper VI could be used on concrete dams worldwide
and rapidly increase the current knowledge of the effect of ice loads on dams.

• Validate ice load measurements with dam behaviour measurements.

One of the largest question marks regarding the measurement of ice load is how
representative the locally measured ice pressures are for the global ice loads.
This can be investigated by simultaneous measurement of the ice load and the
behaviour of the dam.

• Continued measurements of the ice load on dams

Ice load measurements with large sensors areas during several subsequent win-
ters would be particularly valuable. Measurement with several large sensors,
for example, multiple load panels on the same dam, would increase the knowl-
edge about the spatial distribution of the ice load. Measurements during several
winters would instead increase the knowledge about the distribution of annual
peak loads and the influence of meteorological factors.

• Scale models of ice load on concrete dams.

Ice induced failures of concrete dams can be studied in scale models. Such a
model can be used to study how a failure caused by ice loads would be induced
and propagate. Furthermore, the geometry of the scale model can be altered
to study the influence of different geometries and the variation in ice loads
along the dam. Hence, a scale model could be used in a similar way as the
FE analysis in Paper V. However, a scale model will, by definition, induce the
uncertainty regarding size effects discussed throughout this thesis. Threrefore,
these experiments are suitable to provide information about the distribution of
ice loads and study ice load ratios for different conditions.

It is essential to focus further studies on the ice load’s spatial variation over an entire
dam or monolith and establish how the average pressure decreases over a complete
dam and with added sensor area compared to local stresses. This research topic is
suitable for simulations where the model also can include the dam. Some simulation
projects of extra importance are:

• Extend current models to include the three dimensions and the stiffness of the
dam.

The two most recently published studies on simulation of ice loads of dams
are by Seger et al. (2020) and Paper V. Seger et al. (2020) modelled the 2D
behaviour of the dam and ice were with non-linear material properties using
plane strain assumptions and a transient temperature loading. In Paper V, the
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3D behaviour of the dam and ice where modelled with linear material properties
and a static temperature loading. Ideally, these two models should be combined
so that the 3D behaviour of the dam and ice was modelled with non-linear
material properties and a transient temperature and/or water level change
load.

• Include water level variation in simulations.

Water level variations are the mechanism shown to provides the most significant
contribution to ice load on the dam. Despite this, all simulations of ice load
on dams only consider thermal loads. There is thus a clear gap between the
mechanisms found by measurements and the simulations. This gap may be
explained by the relative ease of understanding and modelling thermal ice
loads compared to the ice load caused by water level variation. Nevertheless,
to enhance the understanding of ice loads, it is important to develop modelling
techniques where both load mechanisms are considered.

• Simulate the expected failure mechanism of a dam from ice load.

By including the possibility for the dam to fail through internal or external
modes, a failure mechanism for ice load can be described. If several monoliths
or dam parts are included in such an analysis, the load distribution along the
dam in an ultimate limit state can also be studied.

In Paper IV, the state of empirical knowledge of ice loads on dams was compiled. This
data are openly available and can thus be used by others to advance the research field.
Suggestions for specific projects where the data can be used are:

• Evaluation of ice load models.

Several models have been proposed that determine the ice load on a dam
based on one or more local conditions, see Section 2.7.5 and Beaulieu (2011),
Bomeng (1986), Carter et al. (1998), Comfort et al. (2003), Côté et al. (2016),
Fransson (1988), Ko et al. (1994), and Petrich et al. (2015). However, no studies
have systematically evaluated these models on data from several sources. One
reason for this has been the lack of empirical data to use in the evolution.
Several recent measurement campaigns have added a substantial amount of
data, see Côté et al. (2016), Hellgren et al. (2020a, 2022), Petrich et al. (2015,
2020), and Zhang et al. (2019b). The systematic literature review of ice load
measurements compiled 127 unique recordings of annual maximum ice loads
with meta-data. This compilation facilitates a systematic evaluation of models
on empirical data from several sources.

• Data exploration and model development.
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The compiled data can be used for data exploration and model development.
Through theoretical assumptions or static methods, the data can be used to ex-
amine how differences in external conditions at dams influence the magnitude
of ice loads.

For modelling the behaviour of concrete dams, the suggested topics are for temperature-
dependent analyses.

• Develop a framework for how and which ambient temperatures that should be
included in an analysis of concrete dams.

Regardless of the type of model used to predict the long-term behaviour of a
concrete dam, several choices must be made regarding the inclusion of temper-
atures. As it has become cheaper to measure temperatures and save data, the
number of possible measured temperatures to include in a model has grown.
However, there is no systematic compilation of how the accuracy of the in-
clusion of ambient temperatures affects either the simulation results or the
data-based models. For example, study how different assumptions for the water
temperature’s variation affects the simulated behaviour. Quantification of these
differences would help researchers and engineers make adequate trade-off be-
tween accuracy and model complexity.

• Develop recommendations regarding the reference temperature in analysis of
older concrete structures

In simulations of temperature-dependent behaviour of structures, the reference
temperature, i.e. the temperature when the material is stress-free, must be
chosen. The general recommendation is to use the concrete temperature at
solidification or the temperature during casting as the reference temperature.
However, in older structures, the initial temperatures and resulting residual
stresses may have relaxed through cracking and creep during many years or
decades of operation. Therefore, there is a need to study and develop recom-
mendations regarding the reference temperature in older concrete structures.

For owners of concrete dams with insufficient theoretical stability for ice load, the
main investigative priority should be to measure the structural behaviour of their
dams. Data from such measurements can be used both to increase the knowledge of
the structural behaviour of their dams and to estimate the magnitude of the global ice
load on the respective dam.
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Appendix A

Ice thickness measurements

This appendix presents ice thickness measurements taken at Vittjärv dam in the river
Luleälven in Västerbotten region, and at the regulated lake Stor-Björkvattnet in Väster-
botten region. The measurements were taken by local staff. The instructions specified
that measurements should be taken at 0.3 m, 3 m, and 6 m distances perpendicular
to the dam line. During each measurement, the operator was asked to drill a hole in
the ice and measure the ice thickness and make a assessment of the thickness of the
snow ice and black ice

Each figure presents the thickness of the black ice, snow ice, snow cover and the depth
of water if the ice was flooded.
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Figure A.1: Ice thickness at Vittjärv dam, winter 2018/2019 and 2019/2020. Measurements
taken 0.3 m from the dam. Date format: YYYY-MM
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Figure A.2: Ice thickness at Vittjärv dam, winter 2018/2019 and 2019/2020. Measurements
taken 3.0 m from the dam. Date format: YYYY-MM
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Figure A.3: Ice thickness at Vittjärv dam, winter 2018/2019 and 2019/2020. Measurements
taken 6.0 m from the dam. Date format: YYYY-MM
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Stor-Björkvattnet
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Figure A.4: Ice thickness in Stor-Björkvattnet, winter 2020/2021. Measurements taken 0.75 m
from shoreline. Date format: YYYY-MM
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Figure A.5: Ice thickness in Stor-Björkvattnet, winter 2021. Measurements taken 2.0 m from
shoreline. Date format: YYYY-MM
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Figure A.6: Ice thickness in Stor-Björkvattnet, winter 2021. Measurements taken 3.5 m from
shoreline. Date format: YYYY-MM
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Figure A.7: Ice thickness in Stor-Björkvattnet, winter 2021. Measurements taken 5.0 m from
shoreline. Date format: YYYY-MM
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